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PREFACE 

Tremendous changes have occurred in warfare since the 

turn of the century* Completely new branches of the military 

have been created and old established branches have been 

abolished or drastically altered. In 1900 few, if any , 

military men would have believed such a revolution could 

occur. The demise of the cavalry caused a great debate in 

most armies of the world. Cavalrymen could not bring them- 

selves to admit that the new weapons and machines being intro¬ 

duced were far superior to the horse cavalry. This fear of 

change was one of the greatest obstacles to the cavalry, even 

In the years when the horse still played a vital role in the 

army. 

The cavalry in 1900 had reached a critical stage in 

its development. The introduction of new weapons made the 

traditional tactics and armament of the service of less and 

lees value. A large proportion of cavalrymen rigidly adhered 

to the established methods of the arms, blanch©.s Shook tactics 

and stool weapons had served the cavalry effectively for 

centuries, and these officers believed that they would con¬ 

tinue to be effective. Others, more conscious of the demands 

made by modern war, saw that the oavalry, to survive, had to 

change both its tactics and armament. 

The purpose of this thesis is to analyse the arguments 

over tactics and armament put forth in the debate during the 

decade and a half before \forld War I. These were the critical 



years for the cavalry, shears which decided Its fate, This 

investigation is restricted primarily to the military argu¬ 

ment and is not concerned with ideas of civilian and govern¬ 

ment leaders. Ky sources arc confined principally to those 

dealing with tactics and weapons. Ho attempt too been made 

to touch on arguments abopt appropriations for cavalry, the 

Disc of the cavalry in various armies., the remount supply, or 

other issues concerning the cavalry* 'To do this would expand 

the work far too much. 

The thesis is arranged in four chapters, a conclusion, 

and an appendix with definitions to aid the reader. The first 

chapter gives a brief survey of nineteenth century cavalry to 

provide a background for the period discussed in the following 

chapters. Chapter II is a summary of the tactics and weapons 

of the service about 19CO, at the time when the debate was 

gaining prominence. The great debate over the role of the 

cavalry in modern war and its requirements to fulfill this 

role are covered In Chapter ill* The last chapter gives a 

brief account of the failure '$£: cavalry in World War I. This 

final chapter is included to show how poorly the mounted 

service was prepared to match machine guns, aircraft, tanks, 

barbed wire, trenches, and numerous other Inventions of 

modern war. In the conclusion I have tried to bring together 

the reasons the cavalry failed in modern v?ar and to chow what 

new weapons took its place. 
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•CHAPTER X 

KIBE5JEE8TH Cim’UKf CAVALRY 

During the forty years after 18X5 the cavalry of 

Europe suffered an almost complete stagnation in tactics and 

armament, in the United States tho mounted service did make 

dome advance but this was largely the outgrowth of conditions 

peculiar to that country* Hot until tho outbreak of the 

Crimean • War ..did even a suspicion arise that alterations were 

necessary for the cavalry to maintain its role in the army, 

file last period of revolutionary change had occurred during 

the years when Frederick the Great and Hapdieon X ruled their 

respective countries." Frederick laid great stress upon the 

training of his troopers and he; forbade the use of firearms 

2 
by the cavalry,. To compensate for this the Prussian king 

created an auxiliary force of highly-'mobile artillery which 

could follow all the movements of the cavalry, and by camping 

and fighting with the horseman, would- bo able to keep the 
*3t 

enemy's batteries and infantry at a distance. The attach¬ 

ment of the horse artillery permitted the cavalry to be a 

1 
It was the Swedish king, Gustavos Adolphus, who 

reintroduced the principles of cavalry tactics mad© famous 
by Alexander and Hannibal , He made his cavalry depend upon 
the keen edge of the sword, and the chock of charging men and 
horses. Colonel George T. Denison, A History of cavalry from 
the Sarilest Times (2nd ed., London,~1913), 210-11. 

P 
T. Miller Maguire, Tho Development of Tactics (London 

1904}, 20-29. 

^Denison, History of Cavalry. 261. 



2 

purely offensive arm using only the saber or lance for 

4 
weapons. 

The Hapoleonic wars marked the first step in the 

gradual decline of the cavalry* The'power of cavalry was all 

r* 
in Its offensive action---as I-Japoleon said, nin its momentum#wJ> 

As organised “by Frederick the horsemen had defensive power 

only when accompanied by horse artillery*^ To overcome this 

deficiency napoleon used dragoons with th© advance and roar 

guards, on the flanks, and in reserve so that, some defensive 

7 
power was available* . S&poleoa used his cavalry well and saw 

its need in battle. The cavalry followed up a victory-arid 

8 
prevented a defeated army from rallying* Most important was 

its use as a strategic force for observation and protection 

o 
of the main force. napoleon also recognised that coordina¬ 

tion of the three arms was expedient, since without coopera¬ 

tion the Individual units were correspondingly weakened."**0 

napoleon seldom used the massed charge against unshaken 

Infantry as had been done in earlier times. A charge was to 

be made only against the enemy’s flank, if possible while the 

11 
front was still engaged* The military writers of the years 

^Maguire, Development of Tactics, 28-29* 
r 

■^Conrad B. Lansa, Kan ole on and Modem War (Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania, 19435, 1-3* 

6IMn.. 68* ‘ '^^Ibld,, 114. ' 8Ibld.* 67* 

^“Cavalry,*- Sncvclooaedia Britannlca (15th ed., 1957), 
V, 70; This edition willbfe© used hereafter. 

■**°Lansa, Hanoleon, 61. ^^Xbid., 65* 



after 1815 were dimly aware that a net*/ factor was coming to 

govern the rules of war—fire power. Carl von clause*?! ts 

wrote that ’’military history and a glance at the nature of 

our arms show that absolutely to despise the UGG of fire in 

ip 
the attach is an absurdity*" The cavalry was not to be 

wasted by reckless riding into heavy musket and artillery 

fire. Again Clausewite urged that the cavalry should not be 

employed until the enemy had "suffered considerably by the 

action of infantry and artillery*" In the Interim it was to 

be placed in reserve behind the infantry.1*5 

Another outstanding writer of this era was Antoine 

Henri Joralnl* the interpreter of the methods of napoleon, 

Joaini wan not convinced that the cavalry had great potential. 

Ho explained that, "the principal value of cavalry is derived 

from its rapidity and mobility” and its principal objective 

is "to open the way for gaining a victory or to render it 

14 
complete.” Like napoleon, he acknowledged that a general 

attack of cavalry against a line in good order had little 

hope of success. If such an attack were supported by Infantry 

and artillery, the chances were vastly improved."^ These 

•^General Carl von Clausowlta, On War *' tr. by Colonel 
J* J. Graham (3 vole., London^ 1949)* III, 274. 

•^Ibid. # Hi, 195. This location for the cavalry v?as 
not the rule in warfare after I860. 

~^Antoine Henri Josiini» Jomlni and Hie Summary of the 
Art of War* eel. by J, B. Hittle (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 
iPVTT 19. 

15|bM., 151. 
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views wore being put forth in an ora when mobility was still 

highly favored in warfare. 

At the same time that Joraini and CXausewits were 

writing, new ■ advances In firearms were bfeing introduced which 

-would have a profound. effect * The two moot Important for the 

cavalry were the cy 1 lndrjo-c oneidal bullet which greatly 

increased effective range as well as the speed of loading 

and the 'percussion cap which lessened the effect of weather 

on weapons* Used in conjunction with rifling these doomed 

the massed cavalry charge, while at. the same time increasing 

the' offensive power of the infantry. The Crimean War brought 

some awareness of the potential of these changes, but, on the 

whole, few lessons were learned; ."A 

By I860 the secret of tactics with the improved weapons 

consisted of the Interchange of fire-fighting and ehocls* A 

majority of military leaders were unaware of this fact which 

resulted in many exceedingly costly blunders and lost oppor¬ 

tunities during the American Cifil War. As J. F. C. Fuller 

has pointed out: ’’The rifle bullet utterly changed tactics, 

and unless this is understood all ’knowledge is a blank, worse— 

17 
a danger*" The American Civil War proved the dangers of 

misunderstanding, as the disastrous results of the frontal 

assaults at Fredericksburg. Gettysburg, and Cold Harbor 

vividly told, 

-*-%ugizirc, Development of Tactics* 54, 

^Major General J. W. G. fuller, The Generalshin of 
Ulysses S. Grant (Reprint ed*, Bloomington, Indiana, 19 SBT, 360. 
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The davalry underwent a none complete transition than 

either the artillery or the infantry during the conflict. A 

new mode of fighting for cavalry dominated the scene t.dismounted 

fire action. The use of dismounted fire tactics by the Amer¬ 

ican forces caused considerable comment throughout the world, 

and had much to do with beginning the controversy about the 

proper tactics and weapons for the mounted service. 

The United States Cavalry was never organised along 

Continental linos. This was largely the result of the Indian 

wars on the plains where shock action was practically impos¬ 

sible because of the irregular nature of the fighting. Tradi¬ 

tionally' .American cavalrymen were either dragoons or mounted 

riflemen armed with,carbines and, after 1850, Colt revolvers. 

There even seemed to he an utter contempt for the sword. This 

preference for firearms oyer steel weapons was clearly evident 

during the Civil War, especially in the south. The only force 

placing implicit confidence in the sword was a small force of 

regular United States Army cavalry , one Southern general told 

of the contempt of the Confederate infantry for the sword, 

then these Union regulars would charge with their sabers in 

hand, the Infantrymen would cry, ‘’Here, boys, are those fools 

18 
coming "with their sabroo; give It to them!” Many instances 

can be found of cavalrymen who would rather themselves rely 

upon their firearms than on their swords, but there is no war 

in history In. which the arme blanche did not have a significant 

"I ft 

•^Donisoit, History of Cavalry. 360-61, Ho doubt the 
actual language used was considerably stronger than this. 
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IQ 
moral of feet until tlie American Civil War* 

. Xn the first months of the war* both sides* neglected 

to make the best use of their cavalry. They failed to combine 

coordinated cavalry action with infantry operations as 

Hapoloon ted done, -The Civil War general® did not understand 

that the principal duty of the cavalry was to .reconnoitre and 

not to fight. During the first two years of the conflict both 

didos often sent their cavalry on raiding operations when 

battle was imminent*. If these raids had been directed against 

the immediate rear of the enemy's forces, their tactical value 

might have been very great, but instead they were usually too 
... 20 

distant to affect the outcome of the battle* 

Before long many cavalry leaders* especially in the 

South, were becoming-aware of how useful dismounted tactics 

could be. General John H. Morgan, 0, S. A., who had no pro- 

foGclonal training as a soldier, was; .on© of the first to see 

the value of a force of mounted riflemen, and to use them So 
21 as to reap the benefits of modern firearms. Two other 

excellent Confederate cavalry generals wor© J. S. B. Stuart 

and Ha than Bedford Forrest* Their work is ■-augend ©temple of 

the coordination of swords end firearms in a cavalry fight. 

19Fold.. 366* Ersklne Childers believed that terror 
of cold steel faded by 1866, Erskins Childers, War and the 
Anno Blanche (London, 1910), 163» 

20 Fuller, Generalship of Grant * 59-60. 

^Denison, History of Cavalry. 360. 
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Forrest anti Stuart know hov? to combine the effect of fire and 

shock, os well as when to dismount and when to strike on 

P2 
horseback. The raid was brought to a high degree of per¬ 

fection under Stuart’s leadership, as shown in his raid of 

June, 1862, through Virginia. Two things made this raid 

successful: he got the desired information and captured huge 

quantities of stores. The cost: only one man.*2'5 

At the same time that men like Stuart and Morgan were 

making the Confederate cavalry such an effective arm, the 

Union was slowly beginning to improve and rearm its mounted 

soldiers. In August, 1861, the dragoons and mounted riflee 

2h 
were merged into the cavalry. The Korth, instead of 

training their troopers always to'meet the foe mounted, placed 

much emphasis on developing dragoon tactics. Armed with the 

Spencer repeating' carbine and using revolvers for close- 

quarter combat, the Union cavalry by 1863 was indeed a formi¬ 

dable opponent, It was Buford’s cavalry, using those tactics, 

that delayed A, ?. Hill near Gettysburg, giving the Army of 

the Potomac time to come up. 

The Southern cavalry did not neglect these new methods 

either. By late 1863 Stuart was employing sharpshooters. 

Those men were selected because of their courage and good 

pp 
General Frederick von Bemhardi, Cavalry in War and 

Peace, tr. by Major G. T. M. Bridges (London, 1910J7 110. 

^Captain Pi f. Bayne, Lectures on Cavalry (Fort 
Leavenworth”, Kansas, 1915), 99. 

^Frederic Louis Huldekoper, The Military Unprepardd- 
ness of the United States (Hew Xork,“T9l6T7~WT“ 
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marksman ship. They learned hox* to advance as skirmishers, 

how to cope with the enemy either mounted or dismounted» and 

25 
how to operate as a separate unit. 

One of the most Interesting phenomena* of the war was 

the fact that a majority of the European observers seemed to 

dismiss theGO new cavalry tactics as aberration© arising out 

of the peculiarities of the .American soldier and the type of 

terrain. Here, ao in the Crimean conflict, the ’’expert© ” 

failed to understand that the true cause for these new tactics 

and new armament went much deeper than obvious differences 

such as the American temperament and the American terrain, 

the basic factor was the tremendous increase In fire power, 

necessitating changes If the cavalry wa© to survive. 

A few Europeans did perceive what caused the change. 

Sir Henry Havelock, a British observer, noted that In 1861 

the American cavalry had simply been a poor model of Its 

European counterpart. She devastating effect of the new 

v/eapone in the early battles made it evident that increased 

fireppouer had made the old tactical methods obsolete. A 

27 
new order for cavalry would have to be based on fire power, 

the Comte de Paris preferred a combination of fire and shock 

tactic© to the exclusive use of steel weapons. 

^Douglas Southall Freeman, Lee’s Lieutenants (3 vols., 
How York# -1942-1944),-III, 262-263. ~ 

^jay Luvaas, Hie Military Legacy of the Civil Kar 
(Chicago, 1959), 5^-65» 115, 131* 

27 Ibid.. 109, 111. 28Ibl&., 64-85. 
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Tiie new type OS' cavalry could act more independently 

than that relying only upon the arme blanche* The Strategic 
pq 

raid was an outgrowth of this independence." Otto Heuslngsr, 

one-of the German observers, considered the Union Cavalry an 

"excellent service*" Be believed It was a great advantage to 

be equipped so lightly and to possess a repeating rifle, Such 

a fox'Ce had the added advantage, he continued, 

of being able to be sent quickly to a fixed point with- 
opt out tiring a man through great exertion, and the useful* 

ness of this arm tme proved first-rate, especially in the 
case of Sheridan*s march toward Richmond, where ho 
destroyed railroads, bridges, and canals in the enemy’s 
rear and threw the inhabitants of the city into consid¬ 
erable, consternation, 
\ 30 

General Morgan wan one of the first to Utilise dismounted 

tactics. His tooties were described as follows: 

If the reader will only imagine a regiment drawn up in 
single ranis, the flank companies skirmishing, sometimes 
on horseback, and then thrown out as -skirmishers on foot, 
and. no deployed as to cover the whole front of the regi¬ 
ment, the rest of the men dismounted {one out of each set 
of four and the corporals remaining to hold the horses), 
and deployed as circumstances required, and the command 
indicated to the front of, on cither flank, or to the rear 
of the line of horses, the files two yards apart, and then 
imagine this line moved forward at a double quick, or 
oftener at a half run «... 

31 

2%enloon said that Morgan had been credited with being 
the innovator of the far-reaching raid. Although it probably 
was an original idea with Morgan, Denison continued, the same 
thing was used by Russian generals Tchernichoff and Tettonborn 
against tho French army in 1013* Morgan’s raids were on the 
same prlncIple as those of Tchernlcheff except that Morgan 
need no infantry and did have a couple of pieces of artillery. 
Penisbn, History of Cavalry. 364. 

^Luvaas, Military legacy, 54. 

-^Denison, History of Cavalry. 362. 
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Luring the last two years of the conflict the Union cavalry 

wac generally more effective than the Confederate cavalry, 

in part because of better weapons and bettor mounts. In Hay, 

1804, just before hie death, Stuart commented that Sheridan’s 

to 
cavalry fought better dismounted than the Union infantry. 

One SSaglish officer, Colonel Patrick HacUougall, had a 

bit more Insight into the future of the cavalry than he knmu 

He felt that the great battles of the future would be decided 

principally by artillery. Cavalry would play only a secondary 

role “for its only power lies in the offensive, and it cannot 

act at all Unless in motion.” ^ Although cavalry now had de¬ 

fensive power in its rifles and carbines, allowing It to act 

when not in motion, MacDougall’s belief in artillery proved 

well-founded in the years 1914-1918, v;hon the cavalry was of 

little value* 

The pew weapons and cartridges gave the first blow to 

saber cavalry. These new weapons even gave the men renewed 

confidence in their own capabilities to fight* General James 

H* Wilson, a Union cavalryman, took note of this fact. 

Hot until the closing days of the war did we wake up 
to what, our '.'experience . . ..ought to. have taught us. 
iCy.y&Ivisibn was the first ... in the Army of the Potomac 
that had first-dace repeating arms, green regiments, 
that you couldn’t have driven into a fight with old arms, 
became invincible the very moment that good arms were 
placed in their hands ♦ ... . ♦ There arc only two arms 
that cavalry should use in modern warfare,--the repeating 
m&gaaIn© gun, either rifle or carbine, and the revolver.^ 

^2Breeman, Lee’s Lieutenants* HI, 421. 

^Luvaas, Military Legacy. 107. ' 34Ibid. * 5. 
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A survey mafic In 1867 on the merits of the repeating weapons 

earns to a similar conclusion* It noted that a sagas in© of 

several rounds (in this ease seven) gave “great steadiness to 

troops’* and prevented the '‘demoralisation which often, follows 

35 
a volley when men have to reload*' under battle conditions. 

These were the opinions of men who had seen the value of fire 

power tinder battle conditions. 

In Europe, however, the idea of arming the cavalry ex¬ 

clusively with rifles or pistole gained little support. The 

European military on the whole ignored, the lessons of the Civil 

War for many years. Arfiant du Bieq, a French colonel, wrote 

a work on tadtics which illustrates the European reaction to 

the Civil War. Bu Picq recognised that cavalry could not 

suceasfully attach unbroken infantry, but at the same time he 

claimed that rifled cannon and accurate rifles did not change 

36 
cavalry tactics at all. The Europeans seemed to be seised 

by the delusion that any alteration wotsld injure the cavalry* 

One of du Plcq’s statements is an example of this attitudet 

"The cavalry has a rifle for exceptional use. hook out .that 

this exception does not become the rule. Such a tendency has 

boon Boen.?p7 

^Charles B. Norton and W. J. Valentine, Report on the 
Munltione of War (Washington, 1868), 21. 

^Colonel Ardent du Picq, little studies, tr, by Colonel 
John K* dreely arid Major Robert C. Cotton (Reprint ed., 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1946), 179, 181, 

Ibid,. 195. 
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Thus the war between France and the German states saw 

the cavalry used in largely the traditional manner. Both 

armies attempted to use their new high-velocity breech- 

3S 
loading weapons in conjunction with the tactics of napoleon. 

General Sheridan, an observer on the German side, noted that 

the cavalry could not gain outstanding-success and more often 
•59 

was repulsed with heavy losses* At Mars-la-Taur the charge 

of the Germane was an exquisite etrohe and a brilliant feat 

on the part of the troopers. They sacrificed a third of some 

regiments to atop the French infantry. "But,M as ?. Miller 

Maguire points out, "here lies the difference between this 

charge and the great Cavalry charges of former days, that the 

latter decided the victory." Yet the very success of the 

Prussians in 18?0 blinded many to the faults of the campaign, 
41 

and greatly aided those who favored the orme blanche. 

After the Franco-Bruoslan war most Europeannations 

gave little thought to bringing their cavalry up to date in . 

order to meet bdttor the conditions of modern warfare. Only 

38 
H.' Ernest Dupuy and Trevor M. Dupuy, Military Herl- 

tam of America (Hew York, 1936), 332. 

•^PhillD H. Sheridan, Personal Memoirs (2 vole., Hew 
York, 1888), II, 372, 401*32. 

^Maguire, Development of. Tact ice. 75. 

Haig noted this Gffect of the German victory. Major 
General Douglas Ifeig, Cavalry Studios (London, 1907), 102. 
Edwards thought that the result of the war was to cause an 
undue emphasis on the offensive. All military teaching by 
1900 was on the side of the initiative, whereas, Edwards. 
pointed out, Wellington’s great weapon had been the defense. 
Major F. II* Edwards, The Defence and Defensive Positions 
(London, 1902), 7-0. 
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the e&valry of the Russian army seemed to have a large group 

of officers who favored & greater emphasis .on dismounted 
,y 

tactics than was being given* This, group of the officer corps 

constantly advocated the need for a change in the equipment 

and training of cavalry as it ©listed in the 1870’s. These 
ho 

men took the American cavalry as the model for future wars, ‘ 

Thee© Russians visualised tho cavalry as a combination of all 

throe arms, capable of any kind of action, and equipped for 

the greatest possible mobility. 

Yet when the Eusso-Turkioh war broke out in 1877, the 

Russian cavalry did not show that it had received any benefits 

from thee© officers * The war provided no real lessons in 

cavalry operations, largely because the war was conducted so 

poorly on both sides, ’When the Russians did rely on dis¬ 

mounted action it had negligible results* 

With tli© conclusion of the Russo-Turkish War there 

ended a rather curious period in the history of the cavalry* 

Q. P. R, Henderson described it as follows: 

The climax of Incompotency may be said to hive been 
reached during the cycle of European warfare, which began 
with the Crimea and ended with the Russo-furkioh conflict 
of 1877-1878, Sic old *spirit of dash and daring under 
fire was still conspicuous, discipline and mobility wore 
never higher* The regiment© manoeuvred with admirable 
precision at the highest speed, and never had great 
masoec of horsemen been more easily controlled. And yet. 

^Luvaas, Military. Legacy* 113. 

^Maguire, Beveloument of Tactics, 90. 
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in the whole history of war, it may he doubted whether 
the record of tho Cavalry was never more meagre.^ 

By the late 1880*0. and after there was a gradual 

awakening to the. necessity of making some concessions to 

modem warfare. Sven the moot reluctant cavalrymen acknowl- 

eged that dismounted tactics might be of some value. There 

were some, like Colonel Denison, who held that these were the 

only tactics that should bo used. He cited the action at 

Five Forks, Virginia, and the pursuit of Lee1 s army in April, 

1865# as excellent examples of effective dismounted action, 

(general Wilson had USGCI his cavalry in the firing line at the 

battle of Washville. Thomas Van Horne thought that Wilson’s 

use of cavalry might be the beginning of new fields of action 

for tho mounted- service. Wilson*- himself, • - was • a strong 

supporter -of the new; ^ype of cavalry, .H©\ wm&d have used thio 

cavalry in the following manneri 

To make a proper use of cavalry, you must get it into 
such a position that it can assail the flank or rear of 
an enemy, or operate upon his communications with effect* 
If I were called upon to command a force of 60,000 men, 
with authority to organise it as I pleased, I would have 
at least 20,000 on horseback. By using the mounted force 
to assail the flank and rear of the enemy, I should expect 
to conduct a more successful campaign than could be cion© 
by any other possible means In these days. Tho scattering 
of cavalry promiscuously along the front of an army is no 
longer necessary. Of course you must use cavalry to find 

^’’Colonel 0. F, R, Henderson, The 6c tempo of War, ed. 
by Captain He ill Malcolm {London, 190&J7 52-53* 

^Thomas B. Van Home. The Life of Major-General George 
H. Thomas (How lork, 1882), 335« Bee also Hmmj Goppde,~ 
General Thomas (Hew York, 1912j, 266-70, 
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out where the enemy la* and to gain early information of 
bis. movements, .but a feu squadrons can do it as well as 
a whole division..r 

46 

Hie men upholding this position claimed that the cavalry had 

derived greater benefit from the new.weapons than had any 

47 
other arm. 

Between the two extremes were those who accepted the 

use of dismounted tactics Izhen necessary, but still believed 

that shock action remained the ralaon d'etre of the cavalry. 

Finally, there were the Intransigent© who looked with disdain 

upon the mere thought of dismounted fighting. The German 

service, for example, was more sympathetic with this group 

than any other. It used dismounted action only as an expe¬ 

dient and was incapable of being completely independent in 
48 

battle. As one Gorman author wrote, "dismounted fighting 

will and mus$» be an unwelcome expedient and snore or less 

2,0 
opposed to the nature of the arm.1' 

<v 

In the last five years of the nineteenth century dis¬ 

cussion of the proper role for the cavalry became increasingly 

prevalent.- Almost all hM;-now admitted that under some battle 

conditions dismounted fire action would be advisable. Many 

armies had equipped their mounted soldiers with carbines. 

Fuller, Generalship.of Grant, 3^9, 

^Denison, History of Cavalry, 432; Luvaac, Military 
Legacy., 90. 

^%'agulro, Development of Tactics, 90. 

^Bbid,, 89-90. 
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Even the training manuals include A brief sections devoted to 

dismounted tactics. Some had organised separate regiments of 

mounted infantry to supplement the deficiencies of the arme 

blanche. But still» the cavalry of ovory great European 

army relied principally upon shade action. 

'Hie cavalry of 1900 uao thus trying to follov? two 

paths simultaneously at a period in Its history v?hen agreement 

on change’was more necessary than ever before. 



CHAPTER II 

CAVALRY IK 1900 

By 1900 cavalry was confronted with a serious problem, 

one which constantly faces all military services* Because 

tactical principles depend upon the effectiveness of the 

latest ifoapone, the military has continually to modify its 

plans to keep abreast of hen developments in ordnance. The 

magaslno rifle, smokeless powder, the machine gun, rapid- 

firing artillery, and other new inventions had been or were 

about to ho adopted by all the aa jor armies of the world. 

Could the cavalry continue following the established pattern 

in tactics and armament? Or must it attempt to alter its 

methods to adapt more effectively to these new inventions for 

war? Upon these basic questions depended the future of the 

arm* The concessions that had been made were of small conse¬ 

quence* The principal weapon of the service was still the 

saber or lance, except in the United States whore firearms 

took precedence. 

To comprehend the arguments put forth in the debate 

over tho proper role of the cavalry, a portrait of the ser¬ 

vice in 1900 is essential. High mobility still remained the' 

cavalry’s paramount asset. Many argued that the horse wan 

the first weapon of the service, beside which all else was 

only a means to an end. The horse was the basic of cavalry 

1 
tactics, making possible bafSUngly swift attack. According 

Major C, E. callwell, The Tap tics of Today (Edinburgh 
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to this school tho Infantry derived its strength from fire 

power whereas tho cavalry's strength came from the else and 
p 

speed of Its horses*” 

Another quality vital to the mounted service in mounted 

action was the need for initiative on the part of its leaders* 

This initiative had to bo retained under all circumstances if 

victory were to be achieved. Once initiative passed to the 

enemy, all was lost* This spirit had to be present in all 

cavalry leaders because little was done without the leaders 

taking at least some part in an action*.** In some mysterious 

w&f?, a large proportion of the military felt that the cavalry 

spirit was bound fast to the armc blanche. Here would be a 

major insue in the coming decade and a half. 

To all economy‘»minded c it Isons* the cavalry* because 

of the additional expenses of horses and other equipment, was 

subject to considerable criticiem. Improvisation in the 

cavalry was useless and could fee dangerous. It took a long 

time to train properly the soldier and his horse to work 

together* The infantry soldier had only himself to master, 

but the horse soldier had to master his horse as well. This 

necessitated keeping the cavalry at nearly full strength 

1900} * 89; Asiaticuc * RecomialesancG in the Busao~Japanese 
War, tr. ,by J* Montgomery"'r(London,’1908), 147* 

2 
Colonel William Balck* Tactics, fcr* by Walter Krueger 

(2 vole., 4 th ed ,, Port Leavenworth, Kansas* 1914), II, 194-95, 
■"K 

■^Balck, Tactics, II, 139; lieutenant General Frederick 
von Bernhard!, cavalry in Future Wars. tr, by Charles Sydney 
Goldman (London* 1909)» 115; Bu Ploq, Battle Studies, 184. 
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during peace-time, while a c oncer Ip t infantry with an inac¬ 

tive reserve was sufficient for that branch of the army* 

Since the cavalry could not be replaced as quickly as the 

Infantry, it caused general staffs to bo careful in the em¬ 

ployment of horsemen* (felly under emergency conditions ware 

officers—staff or field—to undertake actions in which the 

probable losses bore no reasonable proportion to the possible 

results. Only a general who had an overwhelming prepon¬ 

derance of cavalry could allow it to be wasted in a premature 

or sacrificial commitment*^ 

Two guiding principles for the employment of cavalry- 

in war were that It must give the commander of the army both 

strategical and tactical liberty of action* This placed 

reconnaissance first in the order of the duties the cavalry 

wao to perform. The cavalry was* in a worn phrase* the eyes 

of the army. The purpose of reconnaissance was defined in 

cavalry manuals as 

to discover the enemyfs plans and position . . * « 
The host conducted reconnaissance is that t*hioh 

collects the maximum of reliable information In tho 
minimum of time, and transmits it to the person by whom 
it will be utilised In the speediest manner.^ 

There wore two principal typos of reconnaissance; 

^Bamhardi* Cavalry in Future Wars,. 87* 

5Ibid.a 19-24, 

^Kaig, Cavalry Studies, 174; Bernhard!, Cavalry In 
war and Peace, 19» Captain Alonso Gray, cavalry Tacticn ad 
Illustrated by the War of tho Hob ell Ion (Fort Leavenworth, 
Kansas1910f igx, 

TA Cavalry Officer* Cavalry Tactics (London* 1897)> 34* 
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1. Strategical reconnaissance. It was the roconnals- 
eance of the enemy’e main body while it was still 
far from one’s own forces. This was carried out 
by the Independent Cavalry under Its own general. 

2. Tactical HeconnalosancQ. This was carried out by 
the divisional cavalry and was to protect from 
surprise by means of advanced and rear guards, 
outposts» etc.rt 8 

The usual method of conducting reconnaissance was through the 

use of • patrols—small troops which were to observe- without 

being observed. As a general rule theso patrols were not to 

engage tho enemy unless forced. Their duty was to reconnoltor, 

not to fight* If forced into combat, the leader was to see 
o 

that at least some of his men escaped capture. 

To obtain information about the enemy, the patrols were 

to hoop constantly in touch with the hostile army. This was 

accomplished by sending out several patrols far ahead of the 

main force to watch the enemy and to protect the main army 

against surprise. Behind tho most distant patrols was the 

so-called screen. This formation was composed of several 

successive lines, increasing in strength and concentration 

from front to rear#, with the intoxurals between the most ad¬ 

vanced patrols allowing, thorn to keep In ‘contact, with one 

another. Those favoring tho use of screen tactics claimed 

%ajor» W. .d, E, WingfieldLectures to Cavalry Sub¬ 
alterns of tho hew Armies (London, 1915Js 24. 

^Cavalry Officer, Cavalry Tactics, 48; Wingfield, 
Lectures to Cavalry Subalterns, 28-29;" captain P, T. Kayne, 
LaoturGt; on cavalry (Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 1915), 8. 
Officers’ patrols were also used for reconnalooance. Their 
email slse*permitted them to move secretly and expeditiously 
and the officers were better trained to gain important 
intelligence, 
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that a screen bad this effect on the enemy forces i '’It 

paralyses all movement, renders impossible concentration, and 

io 
is the negation of all activity,” Opponents regarded such 

tactics as defensive, -passive types of action, contrary to 

ll 
the spirit of the service. 

The critics of the screen believed that the only way 

to prevent the enemy * s cavalry from observing was to drive it 

from the field, thereby depriving the hostile cavalry of the 

power of breaking through the outposts to the main body of 

troops. Thus a second fundamental duty of the cavalry was to 

IP 
seek out the hostile cavalry, fight it, defeat it. This 

tack, ouceossfully executed, would allow the patrols to carry 

out their duties unhindered, and at the same time permit the 

cavalry to retain its offensive spirit, Vlth hiu cavalry 

driven from the field, the enemy was exceedingly vulnerable. 

because his horsemen could not prevent' observation and his 

own knowledge was severely curtailed, K© would be in Lee’s 

situation on the way to Gettysburg--blind and confused. 

Behind the screen came the advanced guard, of the army, 

^Cavalry Officer, Cavalry Tactics. 35, The idea of 
the screen first appeared in Germany in the Field Service 
Manual of 1909, Bernhard!, Cavalry in War and Peace, 85* 
Hayne believed that the "offensive screen la based on the 
theory that if you can decisively defeat and drive bach the 
main body of the enemy’s cavalry and keep it bach his patrols 
can bo kept from getting information.n Hayne, Lectures on 
Cavalry. 33. 

^Count Gustav Israngel, The Cavalry in the Faison- 
Japanese War, tr. by J» Montgomery ^London, 19077, 16. 

•^Bernhard!, Cavalry ;ln Future Wars. 30-31. 
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which, usually had a large proportion of cavalry. This com¬ 

bined force was primarily intended to cover the march of the 

main body, and to prevent unnecessary delays by driving back 

Small detachments of the enemy and by clearing any obstacles 

that might have been, placed Isa the way of the advance. It 

mu also to provide warning of the approach of the main force 

13 
of the enemy in time to deploy for battle, ^ 

Whenever an army was bivouacked or entrenched to moot 

the enemy in battle, an outpost system was established to 

prevent surprise. It-consisted of a continuous line of either 

vedette or cossack posts within sight of each other to keep 

alert for the approach of.the enemy, These posts were formed 
' ' 14 ‘ 

from a picket placed in the rear to support.them.- The 

cavalry, by virtue of mobility, usually performed this service, 

•Burins battle ’th© cavalry generally retired to the 

flanks to make way for the infantry - andl. artillery *. On the 

flanks the troopers were to guard against surprise, to keep 

back the enemy cavalry, and to be prepared to exploit any 
15 

advantages or plug any gaps In the line, 

When the battle was over the cavalry again went to 

work. If the army were victorious the cavalry was to launch 

13 
-'Cavalry Officer, Cavalry Tactics. 16; See also 

Captain Maurice Loir, Cavalry, tr. by British General Staff 
(London, 1916), 48. 

14 
For definitions of cavalry terms and •etssoogth of 

cavalry units see Appendix. 

^Bernhard! went even further. Ho believed that the 
horsemen should be on that flank on which the offensive action 
would bo sought and which in defense would be attacked by the 
enemy, Bernhard!, Cavalry in bar and Poac-d. 194. 
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a fast and furious pursuit, hitting the enemy everywhere , and 

especially where he was weakest, A pursuit successfully 

executed often brought a greater victory.'*'0 In a pursuit 

prisoners and impedimenta were always secondary*^ If the 

combat ended in defeat, the horse soldiers set about at once 

to prevent the enemy froia exploiting hie success. The cavalry, 

having been posted outside of the main action, wan usually 

relatively fresh and might even be able to catch some ad¬ 

vancing infantry unawares. Often the only thing which pre¬ 

vented defeat from degenerating into disaster was the rear¬ 

guard of cavalry. 

The use of the cavalry for strategic raids brought 

considerable disagreement* Balds had been need very success¬ 

fully during the American Civil War, but many cavalrymen 

still maintained that the cost of raids outweighed their 

effects * 

The independent cavalry, under separate command, was . 

the force•which did the reconnaissance and established the 

18 
screen. Its function was to clear the field of the enemy 

and to operate against his flanlcc and rear. In battle, the 

Independent cavalry was to assist in bringing about a decision 

^Bernhard 1, Cavalry in Future Wars. 88. Bayne 
pictured the ideal pursuit as one in which the infantry and 
artillery were directly in the rear of the enemy, while all 
available cavalry end horse artillery traveled on parallel 
roads to harass the enemy1c flank and, if possible, get in 
front of him. Hayno, lectures on cavalry. 40, 

•^Cavalry Officer, Cavalry Tactics., 32-33. 

18Ibl.d«* 37. 
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no 
bn-the field* ■■ The Independent cavalry was most effective 

when concentrated In a large body* rather than scattered 

indiscriminately dong the line of battle. In the Rueeo- 

♦Japanese War the breaking up of largo detachosmts into small 

ineffective units was a common fault of the Russian command# 

The divisional cavalry was primarily concerned with protecting 
pA 

the infantry divisions to which it was attached. 

During this period there was still some distinction 

among the %pes of cavalry soldiers like the cuirassiers* 

dragoons, hussars * and others # But this tradition* while 

maintained in' name, ‘gradually pansod. The cuirassiers had 

discarded their highly polished breastplates by 1914 and moot 

units carried either' r if lbs or carbines.’ Troops designated 

primarily for scouting were 'acre lightly • ©quipped than other 

cavalry# These scouting troopers had light armament and 

equipment* similar to that of hussars* and were .mounted on 

small swift horses. Cuirassiers,, uhlans* and lancers were 

largo men mounted on heavy horses for shock action# 

To accomplish the missions assigned, the cavalry had 

a rather varied armament# The two oldest weapons were the 

lance and the saber which comprised the arm© blanche. They 

also embodied the cavalry spirit* tdrleh required that all 

combat he personal# By the beginning of the twentieth cen¬ 

tury a 'controversy, had begun over the merits of the lance and 

the sword a© the proper arm for the service# This was. in 

1%alck, Tactics* IX* 12# 

20e.avo.lry Officer, C&valrv Tactics, 124. 
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addition to the more basic question of the merits of dis¬ 

mounted fire tactics versus mounted shock tactics. The 
x 

supporters of the lance maintained that it was far superior 

to the saber both In shock action and during a pursuit* 

although somewhat less useful in a mel6e# These men believed. 

that this problem could b© avoided by bringing about the 

decision by the force and cohesion of the shock at the* moment 

of impact, TMe,i;^,ey£S&id, would not allow' the action to 
*TL 

result in a melee. Many armies had discarded the lance 

during the nineteenth century, The Austrians, did so as early 

as 1863* the .French in 1871; the Russian rogiSlhr cavalry {not 

the Cossacks) followed in 1884, But the proponents of the 

lance were able to get it r©adopted In Germany, after it had 

been discarded, and some French units also were armed with 
r)0 

the lance In 19X4* Those favoring the lance believed that 

its disadvantages in woods, while dismounted and while 
SB jumpiug, could not outweigh its advantages. A British 

\ • 
critic urged retaining the lance and carbine and discarding 

OA 
the sv/ord one opt possibly for hussars,u 

HevorthoXess, the cavalry of most nations retained the 

saber, but not all adopted the lance. The American cavalry 

had seldom used the lance. The sword and lanco wore carried 

into World War X where the argument was finally settled# 

*%alck, Tactics, IX, 163- 

■ ^Ibld,, 6-8. 23ibid., 

Future of Cur Cavalry,** Blackwood1 o Edinburgh 
mmztrm. CLXIX (iiay, 1901) , 720# - ~ 
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Other personal weapons of the cavalry rained eyebrows 

and caused veterans to shah© their heads* Many nations were 

either equipping their horsemen with carbines or were consid¬ 

ering doing so. In 1900 most cavalrymen in Europe still 
pec 

looked upon the carbine primarily as a defensive weapon. D 

Othcre wore not so sure about this restriction: 

The cavalry trooper attao$hso an altogether exaggerated 
importance to the charge and the clash of steel * « '* . 
The progress in armament which has taken place of recent 
years has rendered a lancer or hussar j • who regards hie 
carbine as little better than an encumbrance» an 
anachronism. ^ 

26 

She supporters of fir© tactics argued that long-range volleys 

were as effective as* if not more effective than, stool when 

pursuing a defeated foe, although cavalry should still be 

trained in skilful wicl&lhg of lance and sword. The difference 

was that now the recruits were to be taught that the iioe of 

flroarms on foot was the principal means of offonsd and defense 
27 for-cavalry* The opposition answered with this arguments 

’’To the cavalry speed is what fire la to infantry, and to its 

power of rapidly striking is due its moral effect on the 

other arms.M<i ’’ 

^Bernhard!, Cavalry in Future Wars * 49, 
Qfl 
*uCallt?ell, Tactics of Today. 88. 
27Ibid*, 88, 129. A- British winter of 1900 believed 

that the cavalry had to be firmed either with a rifle or a 
more effective carbine, a view taken by many in the next 
decade, "Concerning, our Cavalry,” Blackwood ’s Edinburgh 
mmztms. CLfflXX (June, 1900}, 779. ~ 

28 Cavalry Officer, Cavalry lactics, 80, 
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Some nations also armed all their horsemen with 

revolvers—notably the United States, This weapon, however, 

Sained little favor In Europe, whore mounted formations for 

the chare® made the use of the pistol dangerous, in Europe 

only the officers and non-commissioned officers carried side 

arms. • 

Before the introduction of small arms Into the cavalry 

service the only fir© power cams from the horse artillery. 

m& ot fir<3am8 ro3r ^valry did not decrease the value 
of the horse artillery. Mobility allow* the guns to push 

ahead with the column and to aid in seising advanced positions,29 

In reconnaissance and with advance guards it could also bo 

exceedingly useful. Artillery gave the cavalry confidence, 

and a fow rounds of shrapnel, thrown Into a village or wood 

Usually disclosed whether it was.occupied or not,30 nobility 

was the moet vital characteristic of the horse .artillery; to 

be of maximum value it had to keep up with the cavalry with¬ 

out slowing the march, 

fho guns wore relatively short-range pieces whoao 

weight^allowed the teams to pull them fast enough to keep 

pace/'- Their role always was to support the actions of the 

cavalry, especially when the troopers were dismounted. The 

29. 

30 

32 

i 

Callwe11, Tactics of Today. 116-17, 

Cavalry Officer, Cavalry Tactics. 38. 

■HaJor E. 0, May, Cavalry (Boston* 1896) 

Ibid., 5-6. 
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correct target for the guns ms the hostile cavalry, not the 

enemy horse artillery. Shell fire landing in the hostile 

ranks generally resulted in considerable confusion, thereby 

facilitating the defeat of the enemy. Iho only time that the 

enemy guns were the proper target for the artillery was when 

the two bodies of cavalry made contact. Hie hostile guns 

remained secondary because if the enemy cavalry were defeated 

his artillery had either to retire or be captured. It ms 

also advisable for all the guns to be held together in one 

msec and placed on a flank. Ibis allowed more to be accom¬ 

plished by their fire, and they were less likely to cause 

"34 
interference with the movements of the cavalry, 

The cavalry was never to permit itself to be influenced 

in its movements by the position of its own artillery* The 

guns were to adapt themselves unconditionally to the move- 

35 - ' 

meats of the horsemen. Because he would be far out of touch 

with the cavalry commander during combat/ the artillery leader 

should always be prepared to act upon his own Initiative and 
36 ... 

responsibility. 

^Loir, Cavalry.- .114; lieutenant Colonel P« M. Edwards, 
Kotos on the, draining, Equipment. and Organisation of Cavalry 
for war (Londons 1910)# 7.9s Manual for noncommissioned 
Officers and Privates of Field Artillery of the United States 
Arm? (2 vole.. Washington* 1917)#'"ll»""45-55* 

34 
May* Gunn and Cavalry. 52; XMitod States Field 

.Artillery Manual, IX, 45* 

35 
Bernhard!, Cavalry in Future Wars. 101. 

^%ay, Guns and Cavalry, 97% United states Field 
Artillery Manual« II, 44-45. 
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A relatively net-? weapon, the machine gun, was being 
37 

assigned to the cavalry unite in these years. Its value in 

modern wo$i was still unknown. A compact take-down raodel, 

like those developed by John Broking and Hiram Maxim, had 

not yet appeared for general service. This was a typical 

comment on the value of the guns: % » . in the case of 

machine guns .we have to discount the confident assertions of 

enthusiasts or inventor's.1*' As occurred when repeating 

rifles were introduced, the conservative military mind 

worried about the potential waste of ammunition with the use 
30 

of these automatic weapons. Her© again, the military 

neglected the secret of success—superior fire power. 

Horse artillery and machine guns were especially 

valuable In rear guard actions. They could open fir© at long 

range from successive positions, thereby covei’ing retire¬ 

ments of cavalry without becoming engaged In an artillery 

40 
duel. On the march with a large force in open country, the 

batteries vrould often march behind the reserve troopers. In 

more difficult terrain the guns traveled Immediately In back 
41 

of the leading regiment. 

^Machine guns were sometimes classified as artillery 
in this period because they wore mounted on artillery-type 
carrtges. Tills policy was discontinued with the development 
of smaller and lighter weapons. 

ay, Guns and Cavalry. 1951 ^Ibid.. 189. 
t 

"^Cavalry Officer, Cavalry Tactics. 27. 

^Ibid., 24. 
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In 1900, ao tho preceding paragraphs Illustrate, the 

armament of the European cavalry did not equip it adequately 

for use in extensive dismounted action# cavalry training as 

a rule (except in the United States) did not place much stress 

on marksmanship or on proper dismounted tactics* In Britain, 

©specially, these deficiencies in training were glaringly 

revealed in the Boer tar, A British officer writing In 

1896 exemplified this spirit perfectly even though he was 

describing the reforms of Frederick the Great: 

Fire worship was still the religion of cavalry soldiers* 
and he [Frederick} fopnd his squadrons still following the 
fashion of the previous century* and waiting to receive an 
attack In position, and then, having poured in a volley, 
charging to take advantage of its effect. All the dash 
and enterprise which should distinguish the most mobile 
arm were therefore gone, and the dragoon, or even the 
cuirassier* had become a bad trooper and even a worse 
nmsqueteer. Tho geni\is of the Soldier ling saw that such 
tactics took away all the characteristics that made 
cavalry valuable, and he set himself to work energetically 
to destroy the hideous error that was capping the 
efficiency of his; regiments .^5 , 

It was a‘cardinal sin for the cavalry to act on the defensive. 

The regulations concurred with this opinion. They stated that 

the power of the cavalry lay in the impetus derived from its 

speed, and that if a unit voluntarily awaited an attach it 

44 
courted "disaster." 

The unique aspect of the mounted cavalry combat was 

^Luvaas, Military Legacy, 159. 

^%ay, Guns and Cavalry, 29* 

^Cavalry Officer, Cavalry Tactics. 78* 
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the comparatively short time in which a decision was reached. 

Because of the speed at which thG charging horsemen moved, 

one aide was generally broken in the charge. Another pecu¬ 

liar ity was that the aide--which'brought its reserve into the 

fight last was moot likely to be successful. This fact was 

in line with the offensive nature of the arm. Thus it was 

considered essential for cavalry always to keep reserves at 

hand, for cavalry immediately after a success was most easily 

overcome because of its temporary fatigue and confusion* 

Many experts also held that cavalry should never 

surrender, at least not In open country. This was one of the 

best established maxims of the force* Cavalry was always to 

attempt to cut through, or, if that were impossible, to 

Ac 
scatter to elude pursuit* 

The essential elements necessary for-mounted action 

were maneuverability and speed* In revisions of the drill 

regulations, the object In view was generally to increase 

maneuverability by the adoption of less complicated and more 

sensible formations* The charge at a gallop was the method 

employed in mounted combat* The chars® bad the beat chance 

for success if executed in proper formation, the trot main¬ 

tained. as long as possible, then full gallop to shock and 

ride clown the enemy* Delivering the charge with closed 

■Denison, History of Cavalry. 418-19* 

46 
Balek, Tactics* II, 147* General J. E* B, Stuart 

advanced to the attact at a walk, at 200 paced from the enemy 
began a trot, and at 50 paces started a gallop which pro¬ 
gressively Increased in speed, ibid, 
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ranks, so that the effect of the shock would be more intense, 

also promised greater results. As colonel William Balek 

phrased it, "haeo and velocity are the factors upon which 

h*7 
success depends,11 f Applied on a flank this macs and velocity 

usually produced the best results. Much credence was given to 

48 
the idea that cavalry conquered "merely by its appearance" 

especially against troops greatly fatigued or already broken. 

The formation most widely used for the charge was the 

line# because it was the only one in which the cavalry could 

charge in close order without danger to the rear ranks such 

as might occur in column. The regimental column {often called 

"mass" in regulations) was employed principally as an assembly 

formation. It was to be avoided on the battlefield because of 

its vulnerability to artillery, because its width could not be 
40 

concealed, and because of the dust it raised,' The American 

cavalry was one of the few which still used th© single-rank 

47EaXck, Tactics, II, 138. Some believed very strongly 
in the moral effect produced by steel weapons, as shown by 
this passage i ? "Swords were to be drawn before the formation 
of line. The-innpiratlng effect of drawing swords before a 
meditated attack should not be overlooked," Cavalry Officer, 
Cavalry Tactics, 80-82. 

Plcq, Battle Studies» 198-99. 

^Balck, Tactics, II, 56; Cavalry Officer, Cavalry 
Taction. 88-89. In the Civil b'ar numerous formations were 
used in the charge: column of fours; column of squadrons; 
close column of squadrons; line of regiments, each in column 
of fours; brigade in column of regiments, each In lino, making 
three lines of equal strength; division formed in line of 
regiments, each in column of battalions, also making three 
lines of dqual strength. The formation used depended upon the 
terrain, battle conditions, strength of the unit, and other 
local factors. Gray, Cavalry Tactics. 44-45. 
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K0 
formation for the charge."" Moot European countries employed 

the line formation with reserve lines ready to join the 

combat If needed, These other lines when In recurve were not 

to join in the combat unices absolutely necessary. The British 

regulations of the period stipulated that $00 yards should be 

51 
the normal distance between the lines. A common formation 

for a regiment In the American service was-a line consisting 

of four troops* Of the remaining six troops of the cavalry 

regiment# four troops In column formation constituted the 

reserve 300 paces in the rear while the other two troops were 

placed on each flank in column of platoons 

The mounted attack against infantry was becoming the 

subject of considerable debate. The question was whether the 

cavalry should ever attack infantry by using shock tactics, 

except under emergency conditions* Hoot experts concurred in 

the view that long-range weapons ruled out frontal assaults, 

but on flank attacks and frontal assaults against broken or 

the western theater of the Civil War, the Confed¬ 
erate cavalry began to use the single-rank formation early in 
the war* General Morgan used it from the outset, Forrest soon 
followed suit, and General Wheeler found it necessary for the 
conditions under which his troops operated. The U. S» Cavalry 
officially adopted the single-rank In November, 1861, but the 
single line was not used until 1864 and then only in the west. 
Gray, Cavalry Tactics. 10, 12. The use of this formation was 
a major factor in permitting the use of the revolver in the 
charge. 

^Some questioned whether 600 yards was sufficient in 
light of the povfer of long range artillery or even machine 
guns. Cavalry Officer, cavalry Tactics, 21* Kayne believed 
that since all foreign nations used the double rank formation 
for charges, the United States Cavalry should also adopt it. 
Hayne, Lecutres on Cavalry, 57, 

-*SGray, Cavalry Tactics. 10. 
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demoralised Infantry there M&B little agreement. Against 

artillery th© mounted attach v/as to be delivered on the flank 

whenever possible, to avoid th© destructive power of rapid- 

fire guns and shrapnel shells. 

Hov; that the cavalry possessed firearms, troopers 

could also fight dismounted. Many high officers were being 

persuaded—although reluctantly—that there was value in being 

able to fight in this manner, A few manuals stated thatt 11 The 

dismounted training of the cavalry soldier should be considered 

of equal importance with the mounted training. But these 

same manuals placed definite limitations as to its use: 

There is no doubt that the dismounted combat of cavalry 
ie In future ware likely to play a far greater part than 
hitherto, not, be It understood, in superseding the 
natural rSle of the arm, but In supplementing it, and as 
an exception. . 

54 

The. last three words should be carefully noted. Few contin¬ 

ental officers agreed with Colonel George f. Denison, who 

favored converting all cavalry to mounted riflemen, although 

he did find much support for his ideas in Britain.*^ Most 

Continental officers still adhered to the armo blanche. as 

illustrated by the comment of an Austrian officer on the new 

Russian regulations of 1896, He was very pleased to note 

’’that true cavalry action is again raised to the first rank, 

53cavalry Officer, Cavalry Tactice. 115. 

S^Xbia.. 114, 

55 Luvaae, Military legacy, 125* 
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while dismounted action no longer has that exaggerated impor- 

*56 
tanco previously attached to it." She British added one 

battalion of mounted infantry to each division, but no one 

seemed to be quite certain what to do with thorn.^ let at 

the same time all the nations wore training their cavalry in 

at least the fundamentals of dismounted tactics. 

In the field of dismounted action the United states 

again was taken as the boot example by the advocates of fire 

action. They pointed to the cavalry of the Civil War and 

claimed that it conclusively proved the need for more emphasis 

on dismounted tactics. She- one drawback to their argument was 

the element of time. The American war had been fought with 

relatively short-range weapons of large caliber using black- 

powder cartridges* The artillery was of short range, and 

machine guns had not yet been put into regular service. -The 

Franco-Trussian War and the Russo-Turkish bar also were fought 

with weapons which wore obsolete by 1900. The only way the 

controversy could be settled was in a war between well-trained 

and well-equipped armies. Such a war was not to occur until 

1914, but two smaller conflicts did offer a partial test. 

The Boer War and the Russo-Japanese War were to be proving 

grounds for cavalry described in the preceding pages. 

'Hie situation in 1900 was reviewed by a contemporary: 

*56 
United States War Department, Extracts from the l-tew 

Drill Regulations of the Russian Cavalry, Edition Of 1896. 

tr. by Lieutenant L» C. Scherer (Washington, 1898}, 4. 

See Hay, Guns and Cavalry. 174. 
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We do not, however, deprecate that high moral courage 
which animate® those troopo who throw themselves honour¬ 
ably Into a hand-to-hand fight, but without proper prepa¬ 
ration by fire there lo no chance of success* „ 

58 

She wars occuring between 1900 and 1918 wore to show whether 

the cavalry could survive using the personal form of combat, 

or whether it would have to ride to the scene of battle and 

dismount to fight effectively. 

^%&guire, Development of 'Tactics. 55« 



CHAPTER III 

THE GREAT DEBATE 

1900-1914 

First of the twentieth century wars which all cavalry¬ 

men eagerly watched was the Boer War (1899-1902) In south 

Africa. Tiie Dutch •farmers used large numbers of mounted 

riflemen who moved rapidly from place to place, with mobil¬ 

ity greatly exceeding that of the British forcec. The British 

army mot these soldiers principally with Infantry, and with 

cavalry equipped with the traditional steel weapons—thhe 

lance and the saber.' The Boersy,on the other hah&, relied on 

their rifles, using their horses only to increase mobility* 

These tactics at first caught the British forces completely 

unprepared, and they were not eureJ$£tBt how to counter them. 

In the end the British had 300,000 troops, in South Africa to 

deal with the 60,000 to 75,000 Boers.1 The necessity of em¬ 

ploying ouch overwhelming numbers testifies to the effective¬ 

ness of Boer tactics. 

The Boers seldom charged the enemy; if they had, their 

small horses would not have stood the test* Ersklno Childers, 

an ardent supporter of dismounted fire tactics, wrote that 

the Boers n. . . wore, in Cavalry parlance, 'defenceless,*— 

2 
in other wordc steolless riflemen.'1 But these '•defenceless” 

1 
b’illiam L. Danger (ed»), An Encyclopedia of Vi or Id 

History (Boston, 1952), 857* 

2 
Erehine Childers, German Influence on British Cavalry 

(London, 1911), 162. 
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soldiers raised havoc with the British; they put the Imperial 

Array in a bad light, and also caused demands for reform and 

improvements. These riflemen besieged Ladysmith and Kimberly 

for four months, defeated several relief expeditions, and 

held the offensive for the first sis months of the struggle. 

Then, although forced on the defensive, they held the troops 

of the world’s largest empire at bay for two more years. 

Host of this was accomplished with horses and magazine rifles 

along with some ICrupp and Creuaot guns. 

\ftien the -British, reorganised their forces to Include 

a large proportion of mounted soldiers armed and trained to 

fight &o did the Boers, the tide began to turn. The mounted 

elements using swords and lances were practically useless 

against the Boer tactics. The Boers attacked and retired 

almost at will, giving the arms blanche little If anything to 

charge. Only dragoon tactics could succeed, and not until 

the British used their mounted elements in this fashion were 

they able to conquer “a people immeasurably their Inferior in 

A 
numbers and resources.” 

Lord lari Roberts, the commander--in*chl©f of the 

British forces in South Africa, concurred in these observations* 

He felt that the British cavalry failed because it did not 

know and had not been required to know how to us© the moat 

5 
useful, weapons with which it was armed—the rifle or carbine, 

^Lsnger, Encyclopedia, 857» 

^•‘Cavalry,” Encyclopaedia Britarmica, V, 71. 

-’Childers, Arm© Blanche * x* 
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Roberto' experiences In South Africa no doubt had much to do 

with Influencing him In favor of cavalry trained more In the 

use of firearms than In tho use of swords and lances. 

Many tacticians,, especially those who favored the use 

of shock action, claimed that the Boer War was only a colonial 

struggle which had little bearing on the type of conflict to 

be expected among the major powers. But less than two yearo 

after the cessation of hostilities in South Africa, a war 

broke out In Manchuria between two nations of considerable 

strength? It utilised the latest inventions in Eiilitary 

science* The Russo-Japanese War brought home a few more 

lessons on how not to use and train cavalry for modern war. 

The strange thing about this war me that no really 

large cavalry actions were fought; those that did occur were 

almost wholly fought with Rifles. Neither side demonstrated 
s* • 

any desire to rely on tho arms blanohe in battle* The 

Russians had 225 squadrons and sotniae of cavalry in Manchuria 

which gave them an overwhelming preponderance of horsemen. 

For the moot part thee© unite v?ere formed Into independent 

cavalry for the protection of the flanks of the army, and for 

T 
reconnaissance and raids. But In spite of their numerical 

advantage, the Russian commanders violated one of the maxims 

of tho service by falling to keep the cavalry concentrated in 

large groups. In tho Battle of yonkai-shaho in October, 190A, 

f. 
VJrangel, Cavalry in the RUBSO-Japanese War, 3; 

"Cavalry,” Encyclopaedia Brltannlca. V, 71* 

^Aolatlcus, Reconnaissance in the Husso-Japanese War, 
129. See Appendix for definition of sotnla and other units. 
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no more than 24 squadrons of a total of 149 were over concern- 
A 

trated for combined action* Repeated, failures because of 

this error had no visible effect. One factor must be 

remembered: the battlefields were much larger in size than 

those of moat previous warp, malting it more difficult for 

General Alexei Kuropatkin to keep Mo cavalry masses as com¬ 

pact as he might have liked.^ 

flic Japanese cavalry at full strength consisted of only 

97 Squadrons totaling about 13*000 troopers. The restricted 

also of the Japanese cavalry was largely due to the shortage 

of horses in Japan. What mounts the service did have wore 

10 
small and wiry. The Japanese were not export horsemen as 

were a large percentage of the Russians, especially the 

Cossacks. Yet in spite of the obstacles, the Japanese per¬ 

formed remarkably well In the face of an enemy possessing 

superior numbers and a long-standing reputation for excellent 

cavalry. 

Hie small alas of the Japanese service forced some 

mixing of cavalry, with infantry>-a practice avoided in most 

11 
armies at this time. Some observers bel loved that-this use 

^Vrangel. Cavalry in Runso-Japansae War. 26-27. 

^Ibid♦, 24; Childers, German Influence. 140* 

10Wrangol, cavalry in Russo-Japanese War. 37, J« H. 
Anderson, The Russo-Japanese War on hand. 1904-1905 {2nd ed., 
London, 1911), 24-25; United States War Department, strength 
and Orntanlr.ation of the Armies of Prance. Germany. Austria. 
Ruse la. England. Italy. Mexico. and Japan {washing ton. 1911), 5$;’"hereafter ae strenrtth and Organisation of Armies. 

^Aeiaticue, Reconnaissance in the Russo-Japanese War, 
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of mixed detachments to screen their forces prevented the 

Russian cavalry from using shock tactics. To compensate for 

the small number of. diuadrons 9 the Japanese ahilgiied to each 

one some machine guns so that each squadron had fire power 

equivalent to that of tv?o companies of Infantry, This supple 

ment allowed the cavalry to be independent of the Infantry 

when necessary, while at the same time not impairing the 

mobility of the troopers. 

Perhaps the greatest disillusionment to the outside 

world was the failure of the Cossacks to do more effective 

work. They had been generally considered the ideal type of 

light cavalry, armed with carbines, accompanied by mounted 

artillery, and with sufficient mobility to undertake almost 

any type of independent action, . Theoretically this gave them 

every facility for severing lines of communication, capturing 

convoys, reconnoitering, harassing columns on the march, and 

fighting, .A French observer gave two reasons for the failure 

of the Cossacks i first, defective training in marksmanship; 

second, artillery which lacked' the necessary fsotrbryto be 

effective against villages and field entrenchments.^ other 

observers added a third; the lack of a firm offensive spirit 

129; Captain F. R* Sedgwick, The Russo-Japanese War on Land 
(London, 1906), 135, “ 

•^Asiatlcue, Reconnaissance In the Russo-Japanese War, 
97-98.  ——T  

^General Francois de Megpier, Lessons of the Russo- 
Japanese War, tr. by £. Louis Spiers {London, 1906), 14* 



and the resolve to sacrifice themselves in combat,1^ 

The Japanese need their cavalry much more effectively. 

From the outset they employed officer-scouts, accompanied by 

small numbers of men, as search patrols* Infantry was usually 

close at hand to lend support* The cavalry was made a mobile 

force relying principally upon rifle fire, and capable of 

being rapidly moved to any special point where support was 

15 
most required. 

On both sides raids were carried out, but with limited 

success. A Russian raid attempted in January, 1905, failed 

in its purpose, largely because the troopers were unable to 

break through the Japanese infantry detachments sent to halt 

the raiders. The most successful raid was one made by the 

Japanese behind the Russian lines at Mukden. The Japanese 

sent a weak force of. two squadrons which remained undetected 

until very near the railroad bridge it was to blow up. Sven 

when detected the Japanese succeeded in demolishing the bridge 

The raid produced virtual panic at Russian headquarters. 

Russian generals became so worried that they dQt&SM&v 8,000 

of the best Russian cavalry from the impending battle of 

Mukden 

^H?rangel, cavalry ina5SJapanese War. 18 j Edwards, 
Notes on Cavalry. 64»T'" lt must also be remembered that the 
Tsar*5 best troops were in European Russia. These were kept 
there because the Russian military feared a war would break 
out in Europe. The outbreak of the abortive revolution of 
1905 made futile any hope that they would be sent to Manchuria 

^De Negrier, Lessons. 39-40« 

Wrangel, cavalry in Russo-Japanese Mar, 43-44„ 



Thus by 1906 there were concrete examples of how 

cavalry could bo used under modern conditions* She examples 

were far from encouraging to those Who supported shock tactics, 

but they wore not to be easily dissuaded. It was still main¬ 

tained by cavalrymen that the value of the service had not 

been injured as a result of the wars, only that the training 

17 
and employment of the arm had become more difficult* But 

agreement on the lessons to be learned from the two wars went 

no further than this* Some critics argued that the cavalry 

had to be equally proficient in both mounted and dismounted 

tactics* while others claimed that it was .impossible for 

cavalry to be equally effective in both. 

One of the first to argue strongly for a complete 

change in the make-ins of cavalry was Colonel George F. E* 

Henderson of the British Army. He spent considerable time 

studying the American civil War and about 1902 concluded that 

"the Americano struck the true balance between shook and dls- 

18 
mounted tactics*" Henderson recognised that by 1861 fire 

had become the predominant factor In battle, and that the 

American cavalry, by adopting alterations made necessary by 

this, achieved more than would have been possible using the 

19 
arme blanche alone. He was not In favor of having mounted 

riflemen attached to the cavalry to furnish fire power, but 

thought troopers should be trained in marksmanship* Henderson 

Edwards, Notes on Cavalry. 64} Aslaticus. Reconnais¬ 
sance in the HUBBO tTauanene war;. 146* 

•^Henderson, The science of war. 55* ^Ibid., 57* 



boll sired that even against hostile cavalry there had to toe a 

on 
combination of firs and shock« 

About two years later another British author, T* Miller 

Maguire, also advocated an Increased use of fire toy cavalry? 

Artillery altogether, infantry almost wholly, and 
Cavalry to a very great extent, -make us© of fir© to bring 
about the enemy*© overthrow# All movements on the battle¬ 
field have but one end in view, the development of fire in 
greater volume and more effectively than that of the 
opposing force; and although the bayonet still plays an 
important part, it is superiority of fire that decided 
the conflict* 

21 

He also believed that there was a necessity for adding to the 

OO ■ 
offensive pother of cavalry* 

The British Army at first took the experiences of the 

Boer bar to heart; in 1903 the drill regulations stated that 

henceforth the rifle or carbine would be considered the 

“principal weapon” for cavalry* The 1904 Cavalry Manual* 

issued under Lord Roberts, continued this policy of stressing 

the importance of firearms ao well as mounted infantry* But 

after Lord Roberts retired two years later and others gained 

control, the interest in these changes waned. By 1907 two of 

the three existing schools for mounted Infantry were abolished 

Sven the lessons of the Husso-Japanese bar apparently had 

little effect* The British commanders feared that reliance 

20Ibid*. 61-62, 64. 

21 
Maguire, Development of Tactics. 99**100. 

22Ibid., 102-03* 
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on the riflo would injure the so-called cavalry spirit*^ 

Hie Cavalry Manual, for 1907 declared t 

The essence of the cavalry spirit lies in holding the 
balance correctly between fire power and shock action * • 
* • It must be accepted as a principle that the rifle, 
effective as it is, cannot replace the effect produced by 
the speed of the horse* the magnetism of the charge, and 
the terror of cold steel. 

24 

This w&s nothing but regression to the ideas of 1900. 

General Douglae Haig* writing; in 1907* also argued that 

the cavalry had to know how to use the rifle, as well as how 

to charge* But he made it clear that a great success could be 

get 
gained only by horsemen who had shock training. With this 

preference for the arms blanche it is possible that he may 

have been one of those who had such to do with the return to 

the more traditional typo of cavalry* This possibility is 

manifest in hie statement concerning the over-increasing role 

he fore ecu-/ for cavalry in future wars* Haig listed four 

reasons for this increased role: 

1. The extended nature of the modern battlefield would 
give the cavalry a greater choice of cover to 
favor its approach* 

2, The increased range and effectiveness of modern 
weapons and the greater length of battles would 
lead to moral exhaustion, which in turn will render 
cavalry attacks more likely to succeed. 

3* Rapidity of movement for cavalry will become more 
necessary because of better weapons used by the 
infantry. 

4. The small-bore rifle bullet had lees stopping power 
against a horse than the older large bore bullets 
dia'26 ' 

rwrirH.**- *• 

^Luvaas, Military Legacy. 196-97* 
2g 

Haig, cavalry studios. 17-18. 

24Ibld. 

26Xbld.< 8-9* 
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Haig apparently was trying to keep the cavalry as -unchanged 

as possible, in spits of the experiences In South Africa and 

I'Sanchuria, He and others like Mm seem to have been in the 

majority in the British service. 

Across the Channel, a French observer of the Russo- 

Japanese Vary General Francois de K%rier, believed that the 

lessons of the war in Manchuria had clearly demonstrated the 

need for a change in the methods of cavalry if it were to play 

tho important role in future conflicts which ho envisioned*2' 

He was convinced that the most difficult part of this change 

would be getting the cavalry to give up its Inveterate faith 

in traditional evolutions and outmoded shock tactics of the 

old warfare, and at the same time retain the spirit in dis¬ 

mounted fighting that existed in shock action* Bo Kdgrler 

favored abolishing the traditional distinctions among lancers, 

dragoons, hussars, and the like and then creating one single 

cavalry with one uniform. He felt that the cavalry would be 

willing to change Its ways of glory, because continued ad¬ 

herence to the arme^blanche could only load to useless and 

28 
wanton sacrifice of life. But he failed to reckon with the 

intransigent attitude of the military mind, the French being 

the most reluctant of all, 

in Germany one of the leading military writers of the 

pro-1914 period. General Frederick von Bernhardi, had much to 

^Be Hegrier, Lessons, 77. 

g8Ibld,« 73-74, The United States merged its different 
bypen in Idol* 
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say about the cavalry in war* Although he had strong faith 

in the value of dismounted action, he maintained that combat 

with cold steel remained the chief raison d’etre of the 
po 

cavalry. The role of cavalry in battle was to originate 

from a combination of the several methods of fighting and 

"not from its attitude towards the various arms considered 

separately.But Bernhardl* like de Kegrier, seemed to be 

a voice In the wilderness in his own land. Other nations 
■%% 

paid more attention to him than did his own. 

fhc most revolutionary of all the writers, however* 

was the British author# irskine Childers. He was not only 

revolutionary* but imoomprpnioing* In his book War and the 

Arms Blanche he gave the following reason for writing its "I 

shall arguo that the steel weapon ought to be discarded or 

denied all influence on tootles* and a purs type of mounted 

rifleman substituted for the existing hybrid type. -The 

"Cavalry spirit*" he believed* tended to stereotype both 

cavalry weapons and cavalry tactics in relation to the advances 

in the other arms* He concluded that the other branches of 

the army never had a "spirit1’ and that in the cavalry this 

tern had dome to bo "the symbol of resistance to change* 

He went further than most by maintaining that mixing the two 

^Bernhard!* cavalry in Future Wars. 62. 

■^Bornliar&i, Cavalry in War and Peace. 109* 

^Luvaas* Military legacy. 140. 

^Childers, Arms Blanche. 1. "^Xbid.« 36-37, 
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34 
sate of taotice was ^antagonistic and Incompatible,51 Lord 

Roberts agreed with Childers and the former Commander-in-chief 

wrote the introduction to childerp * book. In this introduc¬ 

tion Roberts said that “knee to knee# cloeo order charging 

is practically a tiring of the past»“^ 

Childers in -sonermays might be labeled an estrone 

nationalist# for he felt the British cavalry had nothing to 

learn from men like Bernhard!* Instead of depending upon 

foreign models the British ought to turn to their own ©xpe- 

*55 
nonces in the Boer War* The war in South Africa# Childers# 

continued, had proved men like Bernhard! wrong# but it had 

strengthened the views of do Hegrler and the Americans oii the 

proper fighting methods for cavalry * • 

All admitted that the wars proved that change was 

necessary for the survival of the cavalry* But the extent of 

the change was to be the pivot of the great debate* The advo¬ 

cates of dismounted tactics could point to the Baer War as an 

example of the devastating effect of fire on regular cavalry* 

The war in Manchuria was to theta another example of how 

cavalry# without adequate dismounted training was rendered 

useless. The opposition# however# claimed that the South 

African conflict was a colonial struggle having little simi¬ 

larity to the type of fighting likely to occur between major 

5/fibid,, 305* 35Ibid,, xil, 

^Childers# Carman Influence* Iv* 

^Childers# Arms Blanche* 316# 
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European, powers* and the Russo-Japanese War hardly qualified 

as a true teat of cavalry* She Japanese service was small 

and poorly mounted, while the Russians kept their best troops 

in Europe* In addition, Russian troopers seemed to lack the 

spirit and initiative necessary to good cavalry* Unfortunately 

the debate created more discussion In officers1 clubs than it 

did improvements in the cavalry# 

Between 1905 end 19X2,, however* the mounted services 

did undergo some changes, as results of these arguments plus 

new inventions. She machine gun had been greatly improved, 

aircraft and balloons were receiving close attention by the 

ordnance and staff officers* and the automobile for military 

use was also gaining acceptance* 3£et while these mid other 

innovations were being tested* the cavalry on the whole seemed 

more concerned with its own internal struggles. At times the 

cavalry seemed oblivious to the use of machine guns and 

repeating rifles; 

In spite of the tremendous advances in weapons, few 

cavalrymen wore willing to acknowledge that the charge was no 

longer feasible* Already it had been accepted that attacks 

against unshaken infantry were a thing of the past, but at 

this point agreement ceased. Even the early battles of World 

war X could not alter this attitude* in 1919 an American 

officer wrote: 

* * • when an officer takes it upon himself to discord 
the mounted charge entirely, or even to pay little aiten*- 
tlon to it, on the theory that it is a thing of the past* 
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he is going squarely against- the plainly expressed 
opinion of the War Departments of all nations, including 
our own. _ 

38 

Such conservation made it difficult for the reformers. 

After 1905 the general method of making the charge mo 

to combine fire and chock by utilising hors© artillery* machine 

guns* and rifles before, during and after.^ Since large 

commands wore rapidly gaining favor* it me much easier to 

combine fire and shock because there were too many troopers 

for all to be able to participate In the chargeTha sup¬ 

porters of shock tactics claimed advantages over the dismounted 

f ire*fight because a decision was gained more quickly and 

41 
usually with a much smaller loss by tho successful side* 

v7he:use ■-dip-thecharge also seemed to go hand in hand 

with ;the increacod emphasis on the offensive spirit which 

became so strong by 1914. Count Gustav wr&ngel wrote*“fhe 

duel between the two cavalries [in a European confllctj will* 

without doubt* be in favor of that one who is imbued with the 
Ap 

greater offensive spirit*’' In the German regulations issued 
. 43 

in 1909 this offensive spirit was one of the main principles# 

2%ayne* Lectures on Cavalry. 52. 

39 
Edwards, Notes on Cavalry. 78* 

A 
Hayne* lectures on Cavalry. - 54-55.. 

/aibld.. 53; Eolck, ^actios. II* 108-110. 

^Wangel, Cavalry in Husso-Japanese War, 56. 

^%ajor Marie F$llx do Pardleu, A Critical study of 
German tactics and of the Hew German Rgffi&ati'ohs". tr • by 
Charles F. Martin (Fort Leavenworth,1 Kansas* 1912), 64, The 
French and Germane wore the only ones emphasising the offensive 
so heavily. Ibid. 



At the same time that the advocates of chock action in 

the traditional manner were praising the merits of the charge, 

other Europeans urged that firing from the saddle be adopted 

for cavalry* Childers, naturally,, was one of these* He be¬ 

lieved that rifle fire from horseback could be very effective 

Colonel William Balok was opposed to fire in a charge because 

of the danger to the officers and men in multi-rank forma¬ 

tions * Although in tho United States the troopers did not 

generally use the rifle when mounted, the aingle-r&nk forma¬ 

tion did permit the pistol to be used under these conditions: 

1# When weak enemy forces created a short delay. 
• 2* In pursuit, when a mounted Charge could not he made 

because of terrain or other obstacles. 
3* In covering a retreat, when it was risky to dis¬ 

mount and impracticable to advance to the charge. 
4, In warding off a hostile charge that was moving over 

difficult, ground.^ 

- Most of the opinions stated above were made either by 

cavalrymen or by others upholding their viewpoint. The men 

who wrote the infantry manuals had a different outlook on the 

threat of a cavalry charge. Tho infantry manuals frankly 

stated that an infantry advance was not to be checked by tho 

appearance of cavalry, and that any attacks, no matter where 

46 
they occurred, were to repulsed by fire* Above all, it was 

^Childers, Arms Blanc ho* 32* 

^5Salck Tactics. II, 166-6?* 

46 
Infantry Prill He,filiations * United States Array. 1004 

(Hew York, 1904) # 133* ' The regulations for l<?li" ■ suggested 'the 
following methods for mooting a cavalry charge: 

11A frontal charge is easily checked by a well-directed 



essential for the Infantry to ros&in, calm. 

A cavolry charge cat* uocoispXieh little against infantry, 
even in inferior ntufoers* unless the latter are eurprleod* 
become pr^io-atrlckea*- run amy* or can not ties their 
rlfXoo* 

4? 

The fonaablono for the charge wore ge|ieralXy similar 

to tbaee of 1900* Most drill .regulations nailed for the lino 
Aft 

formation for mounted attack©* ftm principal modification, 

bad boon iaade in charges- against Infantry* $© compensate for 

the &f£keta of increased fire pauer* it wo opacified that 
•>A 

charges -isust bo sad© on a broad front so that hostile fir© 

eoi&& not have a .ooncontrio effect, But to as&e the chock 

produced by the first line ©ffootive*. distribution in depth 

wo also essential 

and sustained fire* 
ftIf the chars©:-is directed against the flank of the 

firing lino* the euppdrte* the reoervep* or machine guns 
should ©top it. if this disposition i© impracticable* part of 
the line must mo % the charge by -a timely change of front* 

$Ns& standing arc in the best position to moot' a charge# 
hut other conolderationB may compel then to moot it lying 
prono.n Infantry Drill Begt&atlorm* UMtsd States Ar,m%. 1911* 
oogreotea" €ofAegil'^primr^KShlnkton. 191717133* So© also 
Balca *' Tao tie e » 1* 50I *' 

H 

United state©, mfmtpx. Bcftolatieno* 1911* 133* She 
Preach also taught their ehkUore never to fear camlry. F* 
Ohapiue* infanteries instruction, ffedor.lmi© ©t glndral© dta 
Soldat (27© ©cU, Wis7l9lfy» 'T4^S* m ' 

4© 
^Bernhardi# Cavalry. In Vfcr; and peftce*. 2£7* Balcfc* 

T&otloo* II, 159. dava^rv nrlii aog^iailwa. United States 
Amy* 1916 (Uachln&toru 19i?T7'TX57{ Konry furoaan Allen* 
cavalry IN©tee (^aoMnigton* 1911), 10X3* 'Bo© Allen* cavalry 
ho tee* T-97'Tc:or good examples of formations used by cavalry* 

^Balok# Tactics* II* 22; Bernhardt* cavalry in Wr 
and Peace* 199-200, some favored, an open-col&m formation 
for attaching inftmtry and gun©* because this uould facilitate 
rallying after a charge* Eduards* notes on Cavalry* 4B. 
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Since, the charge had & prominent place In the annual 

German maneuvers, it is small wonder that it was held in such 

high esteem by cavalrymen# William IXIalways had the German 

war games end with a climactic charge by cuirassiers in white 

tunics, gleaming breastplates, and all the other traditional 

trappings.^ It was a magnificent spectacle, but hardly war# 

Yet some considered the German Emperor * s plan of brooking 

through at one point with heavy cavalry masses not merely a 

parade-ground maneuver calculated solely to raise the spirits 

of the cavalry. A French general labeled it a "well-thought- 

out and practicable plan of action. ‘**^* 

She core of the problem for the reformers woe to erase 

the stigma of diesnaunted action. Even Bernhard! thought that 

when the trooper dismounted he surrendered his #*real character** 

' ■ 52 
as a cavalry soldier* For some mysterious reason every time 

the cavalry soldier dismounted he apparently parted with some¬ 

thing more than just his horse. Balck believed that this idea 

was used to cover the ^aversion, felt against using the carbine. 

This aversion of ten appeared in training too, where, in spite 

of the specification In the manuals of equal time, mounted 

^Walter Goerlits, History of the German General Staff , 
1657-1945. tr# by Brian Batterchaw (tfew York, 1957JT^22* Eho 
younger Moltke did away with these charges before the war in 
1914*. Ibid*. 144* Wrangel also believed that these massed 
chargee against the Infantry were undertaken mostly for show, 
Wrong©!, cavalry in Russo-Japanese War. 80* 

^Maguire, Development of Tactics. 121-22. 

^Bernhard!, Cavalry in War and peace. 19* 

^Balek, fncties. IX, 111* 

u53 
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CA 
training occupied four-fifths of the time available* 

Those in favor of dismounted action again pointed to 

the results obtained in the American Civil War and the Boer 

War* They were beginning to urge that cavalry had to be able 

to attack on foot Exactly like infantry when the situation 

demanded It*^5 Fire surprise* they argued* was the combat 

method moot in keeping with the mobility of cavalry armed with 

long-range weapons and supported by artillery and machine 

56 
guns* The troopers could very easily follow this advice in 

the infantry manual: 

Fire superiority beats down the enemy's fire* destroys 
his resistance and morale* and enables the attacking troops 
to close on him, but an actual or threatened occupation of 
his position is needed to drive him out and defeat him*  

57 

fhle was what the cavalry soldiers had to be taught to do well 

if they were to be successful when dismounted* If it was not 

possible for the cavalry to place more rifles in the line than 

the enemy had, the cavalry was to use its mobility ”to compen¬ 

sate for its lack of numbers*w^ The troopers also had to be 

under eome fire discipline in dismounted action so that the 

•^Edwards, Notes on Cavalry* 64-65* 

^Bernhard!, cavalry in Future Wars* 60; Nrangel, 
Cavalry in Russo-Japanese war* 6&'* 

^Baick, Tactics* II* 125; he Capitaine BreVete 
Boullaire* In Cavalerle Russo. (Paris, 1911)* 52* 

^United States Infantry Rermlations, 1911* 116* 

^^United states Cavalry Regulations* 1916* 277« 
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fire would be effective and the waste of ammunition kept at 

a minimum.^ 

The raost vulnerable part of the cavalry in dismounted 

action was the horses. Their safety often created consid¬ 

erable anxiety, and the troopers detailed to guard the horses 

had to be subtracted from the fighting.force. The number of 

men staying with the animals depended upon the local condi¬ 

tions. Their number usually, went from a maximum of every 
go 

fourth trooper to only two or three oiit of a whole troop* 

The occasions for dismounted action varied according 

to the manuals or author being consulted. But, omthe whole, 

it was to be employed under these circumstances: 

1* In reconnaissance when defiles had to be forced. 
2. In screening when defiles or other obstacles had 

to be held* 
3. In delaying actions, 
4* In pursuits to disperse supply trains, etc. 
5. In actions when the enemy had numerical superiority 

in cavalry . 
6, In deceiving and molesting the enemy in action and 

in camps, 
61 

There was also much discussion over assigning mounted 

or regular infantry to a cavalry unit. Cavalrymen maintained, 

probably rightly, that mounted infantry If confronted unex¬ 

pectedly by cavalry were -of little value because they could 

^Maguire, Development of Tactics, 19; Balg, cavalry 
Studies, 164; Edwards, Notes on Cavalry, 61-62, 

409 

°£>ee the following for more complete details: United 
States Cavalry•Regulations. 1916. 244-45; Bayne, Lectures on 
cavalry , '55-56: Allen, Cavalry Notes. 14. 

^Childers, Arme Blanche. 318: Balck, Tactics. II, 111- 
13» Bernhardi, cavalry in war and Peace. 165, 
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ftp 
not fight on horseback* It •would be much better to give 

the cavalry proper training than to use mounted infantry* As 

to the value of assigning regular infantry to the cavalry, one 

major problem arose* Regular infantry slowed down the speed 

and impaired the mobility of the cavalry,^ Yet in difficult 

terrain such as mountainous areas, and where there was danger 

64 
of ambush, the accompaniment of infantry could be of value* 

Hie Japanese had proved that infantry could work rather well 

with cavalry. 

These attempts to combine fire and shock through dis¬ 

mounted action, although steps in the right direction, were 

only a beginning. Fire tactics still bore a sort of stigma, 

It was unfortunate that more cavalrymen did not see the pro¬ 

blem as did one German officer? 

To conclude my opinions concerning the fir© fight, I 
can assure the reader from my personal experiences that 
the fire fight will become more and more interesting the 
more we occupy ourselves with it and that dislike and 
prejudice will disappear the deeper we go into the 
subject 

gp 
Brigadier General James Parker, The Mounted Rifleman 

(Menasha, Wisconsin, 1916), 3t Bernhardl, Cavalry in Miture 
Wars, xxxvj Edwards, Hotss on Cavalry. 53* ^ 

^Thls fact was noted in Cavalry Tactics also? ’’Marching 
with infantry is very fatiguing to cavalry, owing to the slow 
pace and frdquent halts * The writer has a very vivid recollec¬ 
tion of the appalling condition of his troop* after a few days* 
inarching with infantry some years ago.” Cavalry Officer, 
Cavalry Tactics, 8-9* - 

"64 
Haig, Cavalry Studies. 81t Asiatlcus, Reconnaissance 

in the Russo-Japanese War. ■60*..  1,1IV" 111,1 

^Colonel Ludwich Koch, ’’Cavalry Training in summer,” 
tr. by Harry Bell, Journal of the United States Cavalry 
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Another aspect of the great debate concerned the feasi¬ 

bility of strategic and tactical raids. The Issue of firearms 

to the troopers made a raiding force much less dependent tip on 

supporting fire power. But many qiiestioned the advisability 

of such undertakings in light of the possible losses to the 

cavalry. Gray pointed out that if raiders had to cut their 

way through enemy lines, the losses suffered might easily out- 

66 
weigh the value of the raid. General Joseph Hooker of the 

Army of the Potomac learned this the hard way after Stoneman's 

67 
raid* Captain Hayne thought that raids could be made only 

under very favorable conditions: 

Enterprises of long duration by large bodies of cavalry 
against the enemy’s lines of communication separate them 
from their principal duties. Such raids ©re to be under¬ 
taken only when cavalry is redundant. 

68 

But as he pointed out, the effects of faster communications 

and the as yet untried potential of aircraft would make It 
go 

far more difficult to conceal the position of a raiding force. 

Bernhardi was one of the few who looked on raids as being of 

"extraordinary significance11* in a future \*ar. He claimed that 

the importance of raids had increased In the same proportion 

70 
as the value of cavalry on the main battlefield had diminished. 

•. .< ' 

Association. X£ (July, 1909)* 147. An editorial note ttfcpfehe 
end of the article asserted that this article might cause 
considerable disagreement among the readers* 

^ggrav. Cavalry Tactics. 136. ^Xbid.. 137* 
go 60 

Kayne, lectures on Cavalry. 46. ibid#, 48. 

^°Bemhsrdl, cavalry in War and Peace. 93, 96, 
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If a raid could have been made with a definite purpose 

in view* which was not beyond the potential of the raiding 

force* and that purpose accomplished without an excess waste 

of manpower and horseflesh* then it might he feasible. At 

the same time there had to be sufficient cavalry left behind 

with the army to meet any emergencies and to carry on normal 

cavalry duties. If these conditions could be met, then a raid 

might be worth the risk and the effort* 

With mors emphasis on dismounted tactics there arose 

the problem of what were the proper weapons for a cavalryman 

to carry. Hot many critics wished completely to discard steel 

weapons* Host favored retaining only the sword or only the 

lance. G* P* R» Henderson was one of the few who favored 

71 
carrying a lance and a sword as well as a rifle* The events 

of the Boer War caused the British cavalry to discontinue the 

72 
lance in 1901 and the sword soon afterward. In parliamentary 

comments on the war, many members seemed heartly in agreement 

with this decision. Winston Churchill was one of those who 

supported the government. He said that he ’‘could not under¬ 

stand how anyone who looked at the matter from an impartial 

point of view could possibly prefer the lance to the rifle.’*7** 

7^0nly if the country was not suitable did Henderson 
believe that the lance should not be carried. Henderson, 
Science of War. 67-68. 

^Childers, Arms Blanche. 216* 

73The parliamentary Debates. 4th Series, CXXXXIII,. 27th 
Parliament, 5th Session, 230 (April 14, 1904) * other members 
concurred in these sentiments* See Ibid., XCVIX, STtfcfarliament, 
2nd Session, 154, (July 11, 1901); CXIX, 27tfc Pari lament, 4th 
Session, 842 (March 16, 1903)* 
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Churchill added that he 

earnestly hoped the Government would adhere to their 
decision to discard the lance and that they would boldly 
face the problem of the creation of a great rifle-armed 
cavalry combining. shill in the management of horses with 
the high©at development of firing tactics. . 

j4 

But the British Government ended its revolutionary role in 

75 
1907 with the readoption of the lance and new regulations* 

Lord Roberta believed that the reissue of the lance was a 

retrograde movement, being a positive impediment ~tb: dismounted 

action because it was impossible to use dismounted**^ lit© 

Gorman, French, and Russian cavalry still had the lance in at 

least some of their units* Bornhar&l believed that ’'the lance 

is the cavalryman fB most important weapon* ^ But the debate 

over the lance continued and the cavalry rode into World War I 

still carring it. 

There was not Quite as much dissension in regard to the 

sword. As long as oven a slim chance existed for mounted 

combat, the sword would probably be retained. As the United 

States manual said: ’’The saber is intended for mounted■eoiibat. 

The War Department had considered abandoning the sword in 1905 

7^lbid* . CXXXXII, 27th Parliament, 5th Session, 230 
(April 14, 1904). 

^^Ghilders, Arms Blanche, v; Luvaas, Military Lemav. 
196-97* 

^Childers, Arme Blanche * v. . 

^Bernhardi, cavalry in War anti Peace. 267* 

^United states cavalry Regulations * 1916. 60 

,78 
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but the Cavalry Board reported in favor of retaining 

This move, in America to discard the saber was the result of 

the dissuasion over the merits of the revolver and the saber* 

It was generally agreed* however, that both had their uses 

80 
and that such discussion was a waste of time. 

Some writers and soldiers of the. day were admitting 

that perhaps the saber was no longer the principal weapon of 

the service, but had been forced to a secondary position by 

81 
the rifle. The french were most reluctant to accept this, 

go 
as is shown by their regulations and their writers* The 

following wao typical of French sentiment j '1.0 sabre reote 

la veritable arme de Id • oavalsrlc». urine ioalemcnt contre la 

cavalerle adverse* et 1 *ultima ratio * * * , 

^Tho report read: "The board is of the opinion that 
much of the prejudice against the saber is due to the fact 
that the saber generally in the hands of our troops is so dull 
as to be little more than a steel club* The saber, if sharp¬ 
ened and hept keen as a rasor, becomes at once a formidable* 
arm, a blow from which is sufficient to place an enemy out of 
action* in the opinion of the board, the sharp saber as a 
cavalry weapon Is valuable and should not be abandoned. " The 
Chief of Staff also agreed* "Revolver versus saber--Keport of 
the Cavalry Board," Journal of the united States Cavalry 
Association. XVII (July, 19087»~WV 

®°6ray, Cavalry Tactics. 25* 

81 
B&lch, Tactics* II, 87-88$ Childers, Arme Blanche* 357* 

^%uvaaa, Military Legacy, 164. Maurice Loir did not 
believe that the French cavalry was armed in such a way that 
it could capture an infantry post impeding the advance* Loir, 
Cavalry. 43* Loir also felt that for cavalry to attach or 
even to await an attach dismounted was "an outrageous piece 
of folly." Ibid** 124-25. 

8*5 , 
^Boullalre, La'aCavalerio Russo. 54, The United States 

General Orders for 1913 expressed similar sentiments: "Mo 
Cavalry is fit for war unless it has thorough confidence In 
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By 1910 all cavalry had some sort of shoulder weapon, 

and most critics were urging the adoption of a rifle in place 

of the loss powerful carbine* She British had armed their 

cavalry with rifles in South Africa, but had not continued the 

practice after the war* This desire for a better weapon be¬ 

came an issue in the British press and in Parliament* In 1905 

the Earl of Kepjyss held that the carbine was an ’’absolutely 

useless *' weapon for the cavalry and that the servio© should be 

84 
rearmed With a long rifle. Lord Roberts, Arthur Conan Doyle, 

Colonel F* M* Edwards, Ershine Childers, and others favored 

the adoption of a weapon equal to or surpassing the infantry 

rifle.85 

The Americans had again taken the lead in a cavalry 

advancement* In 1903 the Model 1903 Springfield rifle had 

been adopted as a weapon that fulfilled the requirements for 
O/f 

a rifle that could be used by both mounted and foot troops*0 

Tills not only made the cavalry weapon equal to the one used 

by the infantry, but also reduced the coots of production* A 

the sword.” Parker, The Mounted Rifleman* 48. A few men like 
de K^grier and lord Roberts felt that the cavalry should also 
have a bayonet of some type. See Childers, Arme Blanche, jdii- 
still; Be Hegrler, lessons. 27* 

8-The Parliamentary Debates, 4th Series, CYLI* 27th 
Parliament, 6th Session, 1059-60' (February 23, 1905)* 

85 - 
^Childers. Arne Blanche, xiii, 169 j lord Roberts, 

“Cavalry Armament,“ The Journal of ther Royal United Service 
Institution. XliVII (May," 1903), 5^11 Edwards, Motes on 'cavalry. 
31i Arthur Conan Doyle* “cavalry Training,” Infantry Journal. 
VII (July, 1910), 169-70* 

86 
The barrel length was 24 inches and the weapon could 

be fitted with a bayonet# Major James E. Hicks, Motes on United 
Statea Ordnance (2 vole*, Mount Vernon, New York, 1946), 10* 
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contemporary British observer considered the Springfield 

unequalled by any other service rifle*^ 

.Bernhard! also urged the adoption of a suitable rifle 

for the German service, because the existing carbine was in 

88 
no way equal to the infantry weapon. Thus in this area too 

there was some progressive thought? It was beginning to appear 

that the cavalry might make some adjustments to meet modern 

conditions. 

The one other weapon carried "by cavalry was the pistol 

or revolver. The only country where side arms seemed to be 

an issue was the United States* .America was the solo nation 

which used the pistol extensively in mounted attacks* .. The 

pistol attack USE often used when cavalry attacked as foragers 

80 
or in other extended order formations* Even in America, 

however. Bam consideration was given to discarding the, pistol* 

But in 1913 the army decided to retain it because most of the 

officers favored a hand gun*^ The European services seemed 

^Colonel Sir Howard Vincent, The United States Army 
.(Hewbury, England, 190?)? 18* 

flfi ■ . ' 

Bernhard!* Cavalry in Future Wars. 58. G* von Butler, 
a German officer, went further than most. "In my opinion the 
cavalry should have a weapon superior both to the infantry rifle 
and the machine gun. Otherwise it will only become mounted 
infantry; and modern cavalry must be something more*11 G, von 
Butler, "The Fighting.V&lue of Modern Cavalry," The Journal of 
the Boval United Service Institution* LV {Harch, 1911), 355~ 
50* The tank would fulfill von Butler *o wish, 

°^Unxted states Cavalry Henul&tlons* 1916* 215* 

^United States War Department Annual Heoort* 1915 
(3 vole.„ Washington* 1913)* I, 158* The typo of revolver or 
pistol needed was one of large caliber or great stopple power, 
quick firing, and accurate tip to fifty yards* Gray, cavalry 
Tactics* 25* 
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generally to favor the sword in place of a pistol* The most 

extreme viewpoint was expressed by Colonel Denison, who main¬ 

tained that the only weapons for true cavalry were the saber 

and revolver.^" 

She Russo-Japanese war had shown one glaring deficiency 

in the armament of cavalry, There was a need for horse artil¬ 

lery and machine guns to be attached to cavalry units. With¬ 

out them a detachment could easily be stopped by a small force 

in an entrenched or fortified position* But here also there 

was a definite attempt to remedy the situation* Thorough 

training in the eraployemnt of machine guns and the attachment 

of horse artillery might easily make it unnecessary to assign 

infantry to the cavalry to provide extra fire power,^ Be 

Negrler believed that the experiences in Manchuria had clearly 

demonstrated that cavalry had to be provided with a number of 

howltsers or light mortars capable of firing large bursting 

shells containing heavy charges of high explosives. Such 

weapons would enable a detachment to capture villages and 

shatter obstacles In Its path. ^ The general purpose of 

artillery was the same as in 1900* except that now it was deemed 

more essential to the mounted service* 

Unfortunately, as events after 1914 proved., there was 

a lack of appreciation in these years of the value of the 

^Denison* History of cavalry * 426* 
Qp 

Balck, Tactics* II, 18; Wrangel, Cavalry in Russo- 
Japanese war, 30* 

95 * 
Be Hegrior, lessons* 26-27* 
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machine gun, not only In the cavalry, hut also in the infantry. 

'Ihc tfisited States regulations of 1911 illustrate this fact: 

Machine guns must be considered as weapons of emergency. 
Their effectiveness combined with their mobility renders 
them of great value at critioal, though Infrequent, periods 
of an engagement*^ 

Hew and much-Improved machine guns had been developed, smaller 

and lighter than those of 1900, which were more readily adap¬ 

table for use by cavalry. The Germans recognised this in the 

1909 regulations in which much more Importance was attached to 
95 " machine guns than in the earlier manual* Count orange! in 

1907 had urged that the Austrian cavalry have a machine gun 
Qg |f 

detachment of four pieces to each division* Be Hegrior was 

more perceptiver he advised the adoption of two machine guns 
97 '■ for every squadron. As late as 1912 the united States Con¬ 

gress appropriated only j enough funds to equip each regiment 
98 with four machine guns. From the above recommendations it 

ie obvious that few were aware of the real potential of auto¬ 

matic weapons. The American Secretary of War,l:Hewton D* Baker, 

commented In. 19161 

^United States Infantry Regulations. 1911. 127. 

^Be Fardieu, Study of German Regulations. 155. 

^^h'rangel, Cavalry In Russo-Japanese War* 77. 

^Bo Hegrier, Lessons. 76. 
^United States War Department Annual Report, 1916. I, 
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Perhaps no invention has more profoundly modified the 
art of war than the machine gun* In the European war 
this arm has been brought Into very great prominence. It 
had, however, been developed to a serviceable state at 
the time of the Spanish American War, although its use on 
a large scale had not been developed in any array until 
the outbreaks of the European war * 

~ 99 

The cavalry leaders came to several conclusions as a 

result of the discussions of these years# Probably first and 

foremost was their conviction that cavalry to be successful 

had to be used in large concentrations. As Haig had said, 

“the war of masses necessitates mass tactics; and the 

military be!loved that the next great war would be one of 

mass armies* If maos conscript armies were to be used, they 

101 
would require large contingents of cavalry. 

The most conservative cavalrymen were reluctantly 

acknowledging the fact that all future conflicts would in¬ 

volve both fire and shock action. The. amount of each type 

varied according to the nation or the individual being con¬ 

sidered. The Chief of Staff of the American Army summed up 

the situation in 1913: 

European armies, living always In the shadow of war, 
are devoting every energy to building up good cavalry. 
They are falling in now rather rapidly with our ideas con¬ 
cerning dismounted work but they are not in any way dimin¬ 
ishing their thorough preparation for mounted action* It 

"ibid* 

^°^Kaig, Cavalry Studies * 19• 

^°^Xbid.* 4; tfriited States War Department Annual Report. 
1909. X, 200; 33© pardieu, Study of German He Emulations, 68; 
Bernhardi, Cavalry in suture wars. 295; Alien»CCavalry Hotes. 
22* ! 
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la quite probable that the majority of action, will be 
dismounted, but there will be occasions when mounted 
action will be required, when it will be fatal to the 
success of our Cavalry if it is not well prepared to 
snoot this less frequent but very important requirement 
of war service against well-trained cavalry 

102 

It was quite evident that the veneration of the arms blanche 

had lessened considerably since 1900, but shock action still 

held a strong place in the service.3’0^ Even in the United 

states the ¥ar Department ms careful to make certain t>f the 

status of the two jsypes of action: 

Mounted action, is the main role of the cavalry arm and 
its organisation, armament, and instruction should be 
with a view to rendering It effective in such action* 

Dismounted action is, however, a very important role 
of the cavalry, and neither an organisation nor the method 
of instruction which falls [fails?] to provide for the 
effective use of the cavalry dismounted will enable it to 
perform its functions in war, ■ 

104 

Moot significant of all was the Increased frequency of 

^°^United States war Department Annual Henort* 1913. I, 
158* others concurred in this view. Allen, Cavalry Notes, 6; 
Captain II. E. Brain©, “sword and lance versus Elfl©,“ The 
Nineteenth Century and After. LXXI (May, 1912), 975* Shore 
v?as in America at this time a belief that more emphasis should 
be given to mounted training. See United States war Depart¬ 
ment Annual Report. 1911. I, 144* 

^^S&wards could see no need to keep more than a few 
heavy regiments, because of the fact that the occasions for 
shock action would be less numerous* Edwards, Notes on 
Cavalry. 97. 

104 
“Cavalry Instruction,“ Journal of the United States 

Cavalry Association. XXIV (May, 1914), 677, The Gormans and 
irench had this' in their regulations also. The French manual 
said: “The charge in close order is the principal mode of 
action for cavalry.“ Loir, cavalry. 89. The German regula¬ 
tions read: “Mounted action lo the principal method of fighting 
for cavalry." De Bar&leu, Study of Gorman Remilatlons. 57-58. 
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statements expressing doubts about the value of cavalry* In 

the United States Congress consideration was given to reducing 

by one third the formerly authorized strength of the cavalry. 

During this debate in 1912 Representative James Hay of 

Virginia said that we had more cavalry than wo needed, while 

Representative Joseph Taggart of Kansas went further in his 

condemnation: "Modern small arms and artillery have rendered 

it [cavalryj utterly impracticable at this date * . * . 

H&utrally, the cavalry had strong supporters also, but it is 

significant that these statements were being made* The 

Secretary of War defended the cavalry, pointing out that it 

was carrying out the greatest part of the-..work of guarding 

the Mexican border. 

In the overall view the service had not undergone any 

revolutionary change during this decade. To be euro, dio- . 

mounted tactics bad been accepted an -bf vital importance, but 

shock action wee still theoretically supreme. In comparison 

with the other arms, the stature of cavalry had declined since 

1900. It had not done well in the wars in South Africa and 

Manchuria. Warfare was changing more rapidly than ever before 

General Bernhard! summarised the dilemma of the cavalry very 

well. 

Thus, the Cavalry stands face to face with new condi¬ 
tions, and sees itself everywhere confronted—on the 

^^Congressional Record. 3CLVII, 62nd Congress, 2nd 
Session, 1904-05, 19O8 (February 9, 1912). 

^^tlhited States War Department Annual Report. 1912# I, 
13; 
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■battlefield and In the wider field of strategical opera-* 
tions--with new problems, towards the solution of which 
the history of the past furnishes only very general 
Indications. ? 

107 

Unfortunately moat military men were guilty of looking 

back to the good old days, instead of ruthlessly scrapping 

tradition when necessary;, -The world War whoiad show how the 

cavalry had adapted Itself to these new conditions and whether 

tho old guard or the new was right# 

107 Bernhardl, Cavalry in Future Wars, 8. 



CHAPTER I? 

CAVALRY IH THE WORLD WAR 

As the cummer of 1914 approached, it almost seemed that 

the tensions which had held Europe on edge since the second 

Morocaan Crisis might he easing* Germany and Great Britain 

were nearing a compromise on the naval race# the Balkan Ware 

had ended, and the problem of the Berlin to Bagdad Hallway 

1 
appeared less critical* But underlying the surface calm ms 

seething unrest which had been building up for many years. 

The basic problems had really not been solved and any sudden 

Jarring would easily upset the delicate balance. All It took 

was a pistol shot to touoh off the series of events which 

resulted in war In August* 

During the last years before 1914 the cavalry was still 

going through a sort of schizophrenic agony over Its proper 

r|le In warfare. The great debate had been Just that—a 

debate and little else. The cavalry hf all armies was still 

trying to keep mounted action dominant over dismounted action. 

The only real concession made was that fire and shock were to 

be combined whenever possible. 

Many generals, especially In France, were convinced 

that an offensive spirit was essential for a good soldier. 

1 
Sidney B. Fay, The origins of the World War (revised 

ed., 2 vols*, Mew York, 193Q), II, 359-69, Winston S. Churchill 
The World Crisis. 1911-1928 (4 vols*, Hew York, 1924-1929), XI, 
HE; Grand Admiral Alfred von Tlrplts, My Memoirs {2 vole*, Hew 
York, I9I9), 300-301; E. L. Woodward* Great Britain and the 
German Navy (oxford, England, 1935), l&l, 430-31. 
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Captain Loir, along with many others» otill believed that the 

only way for the cavalry to be victorious w&e to bo ‘'more 

dashing and enterprising" than the enemy. -This was not the 

only delusions of the pre-1914 military, Another was the 

notion that a single, purely military victory in the next war 

would effect a permanent political settlement. But the elder 

Moltke recognised as early as 1890 that a future European war 

could not bo won in one battle or campaign* Nations had be¬ 

come too strong. Moltke thought that a general war might last 
4 

seven, even twenty, years. 

The French had more faith in the offensive and a one- 

campaign war than had any other nation* Some of the experts 

even repudiated the precedents set by earlier conflicts, as 

is illustrated by this statement; "Battles in entrenched camps 

■&B occurred at Plevna or Mukden will never take place in a wear 

with the French army* Cavalrymen in the French service were 

especially prone to be deluded by such statements, because if 

they wore correct, the arms blanche would still retain a prom¬ 

inent role in war* In fact, the French cavalry was that 

the great battle would take place early in the war and that 

largo masses of horsemen would be used mounted. They were to 

seek the charge with lance or saber. There remained a definite 

dislike for dismounted action in the whole French service, and 

2Loir, Cavalry. 18. . 

^aocrlits, German General Staff. 135* 

4Ibid.* 102, 

5 
Be Bardiou, Study of German Herniations. 117* 
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the armament of French horsemen was not really suited to dis¬ 

mounted action. All cavalry divisions carried the lance ex¬ 

cept the cuirassiers. Even the equipment of the cuirassiers 

was not suited to dismounted action, and the uniform made an 

excellent target.0 

The Gorman cavalry had a somewhat more realistic atti¬ 

tude toward modern war. Each cavalryman was normally armed 

with a. rifle or a carbine and a lance or a safcer. Certain 

ranks also carried pistols, The Germanssstill maintained the 

old classifications of cuirassier, dragoon, lancer, and uhlan. 

The most important factor was that much more emphasis was 

placed on fire than in the French service.^ All Russian 

cavalrymen were armed with rifles and sabers, and some still 

carried the lance. In addition many had bayonets for their 

rifles*®. In Britain the cavalry now carried a short rifle as 

<3 

well as steel weapons* The American cavalryman carried the 

same rifle used by the infantry, a saber, and a pistol* Both 

Great Britain and the United States had horse soldiers suited 

to either mode of combat. 

The relative strength of the cavalry in the principal 

armies of tho world in the years just before 1914 ranged from 

jC 
^United States Cavalry School, History of cavalry During, 

the World War (Fort Riley, Kansas, 1922-1923}, 192-94; here- 
after cited as History of Cavalry During; the World Wart Hayne, 
Lectures on Cavalry. 

^History of Cavalry During the World War, £33. 

8Ibid.. 249. 

9Cyril Falls, The Great War (Hew York, 1959), 77. 



a high of 16.64 percent of the American arms* to 8,10 percent 

of the British army# The overall average of cavalry strength 

was 8|80 percent of the total forceThe largest force 

numerically was that of Russia, with a peace-time strength, of 
11 

1X5,000 horsemen. Most armies could expand their cavalry 

corps under war conditions by the calling up of reservint'e* 

Following the assassination of Archduke Frans Ferdinand 

and the rejection at Vienna of Serbia's reply to the ultimatum 

of July S3* war broke out between these two nations on July 

28. All attempts to localise the conflict proved futile and 

by August 4* most of Europe was embroiled In war* 

The Stench cavalry was ready to enter the war with 79 

regiments- totaling about 65*900 offloors and men# Saoh rogi- 
IS 

aent had a machine gun sector ascigned to it. The Germane 

ted 110 regiments numbering 85,000 officers and men. licet of 

those wore organised into eleven cavalry divisions, and the 

root wore assigned, as corps- and divisional cavalry, Shoh 

division had three horse-artillery batteries and a machine 
*% 

gun detachment."**’ Russia mobilised 36 cavalry divisions 

totaling about 180,000, as well as some squadrons of divisional 

cavalry. Ten of these thirty-six were Cossack divisions# 

^Strength and Organisation of Armies* 9* 

Ibid. 

*^Ibld,« 18# History of Cavalry Purinp the World War * 
198. These 79 regiments Inc lidded 12 of cuirassiers. 32 of 
dragoons, 14 of hussars, and 21 of chasseurs. Ibid. 

^Ibid, , 233* 

^The squadron was the basis of cavalry organisation in 
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Each division had two six-gun batteries, of horse artillery 
**1 r* - 

armed with 3-*inch suns."'"’ fhc British Espedltionary Force* 

which sailed from Southampton on the night of August 12-13» 

consisted of about 50*000 infantry and five brigades of 

cavalry—approximately 9*000 horsemen. It is at once apparent 

that there was a sufficient force of cavalry on each side to 

achieve the results predicted by the tactic.tans before the war* 

if their ideas had been.correct. 

It is not the intention here to describe in detail the 

cavalry operations of the war, but only to show how the cavalry 

was used and how effective it was. Most of the -emphasis will 

be on the caucus of the ineffectiveness of the cavalry* 

fhe days of glory for the cavalry In World War I were 

few, and most of these were confined to the periods of August 

to Octobor* 1914, and duly to November, 1918* m the Opening 

phase of the war Germany pl^inncd a great offensive against- 

Brahe©« fhlc offensive against ■ France was booed on the so- 

called Schlieffen plan, and it involved a. huge sweep by tho 

German army through Belgium and into Branco. She objective 

was to catch and destroy the whole French army in this vast 

Europe# On a war footing It numbered between 120 and 150 
sabers, which wac about half the strength of an American 
squadron at tills time* Foreign regiments contained from three 
to six squadrons* Strength and Organisation of Armies. 5* 

Ibid., 32? History of Cavalry Pur Inge the World War. 
248-49* ' 

16 
History of Cavalry Purina; the World War. 5* 7? bing- 

field* Lectures to cavalry Subalterns. 11(5',"'"irS?" Strength and 
Organisation of Armies. 42. It might be noted that the united 
States Cavalry In"i9l4 consisted of 15 regimentsnumbering 
1$*601 officers and men# Annual Report of the Eecrotary of 
War* 1914* I, 143? Huidekoper» Military Unpreparedness * 471-72. 
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enveloping movement. But it did not work as expected* In a 

sene© Its failure was unavoidable* 'Hie speed of the march 

placed too great a strain on horseflesh, and supply lines 

could not hoop up, There should have been more cyclists, 

lorries, and armored cars* The horses of the French and 

German cavalry were often exhausted before reaching a 

battlefield,17 

Almost from the outset It became apparent that boot* 

to-boot cavalry charges were over, as an action at Baelen In 

Belgium demonstrated. On August 12, 1914, German lancers met 

the enemy, and ten times made charges with squadrons or larger 

units, in an area where surprise was impossible; ten times 

they were driven back by a hail of bullets and shells* Yet 

when they turned to dismounted tactics as skirmishers, they 

18 
were able to force the passage at B&elen* This action at 

Haelen was not an Isolated incident; in account after account 

of the battles there Is little or no mention of the cavalry 

winning great victories by the old-style mounted charges*1^ 

^Goerlitz* German General Staff. 158* 

story of Cavalry During; the World War, 162-63* 

•^See, for example, the Bow York Times. 1914-1918* 
Only In Palestine did this pattern vary as" will be seen* A 
London correspondent claimed to have a copy of the German 
Minister for War’s letter of advice on the training of the new 
German armies. Dated September 26, 1914, it said of the 
cavalry charge: “The dismounted cavalryman should be able to 
fight exactly as an Infantryman* Cavalry charges no longer 
play any part In warfare.“ “Mew German Training; Bo more 
Cavalry Charges,“ Infantry Journal. XI (March-April, 1915), 
669-70* A few diehards still were not convinced; one corre- 
pondent observed that in the first months of the war there 
were a “surprising number of cavalry charges*1 but that the 
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But It is equally evident that when the horse soldiers 

dismounted to use their rifles and machine guns they were 

"formidable indeed* on the 8th of September, 1914, four Bri¬ 

tish infantry and two cavalry divisions were held up on. the 

Petit Korin Hiver in loanee for the better part of the day by 

a couple of German battalions and a handful of cavalry with 

ten machine suns* In East Prussia the Germans used a single 

cavalry division to detain Rormenkarapf *s whole army north of 

the Masurian Lakes, while they destroyed Samsonov at Tannen- 
pi 

burg. In October, 1914, during the "race to the sea” to 

capture the Channel ports, the British cavalry fought in the 

trenches because of the shortage of troops In the PSpeditionar|:y 
09 ' 

Force* Here too it was by fire tactics, not horse tactics, 

that the Germans were stopped. Those actions were an omife 

nous sign that the pre-1914 theories about cavalry were not in 

accord with the demands of modern war, 

That it did no better in World War $ was not wholly the 

cavalryfe fault. Much of its deficiency in these early months 

was duo to improper utilisation of known capacities by the 

cavalry commanders* In reconnaissance this was especially 

difference between them and those of earlier wars lay “in the 
greater subtlety and enormously greater boldness now demanded*** 
“The Horse in the Great War,** The .American Beviow of He views. 
L, (November, 1914), 633*24. 

20Captain B*. H* Liddell Hart, The War in Outline« 
1914-1916 (New York, 1939), 46. ~~ 

pi 
Falls, The Great War. 56; “Cavalry,“ Encvclopaodla 

Brltannlca, V, 71* 

^History of Cavalry Burins the World War, 15-16. 

^“The Present Value of Cavalry,** The Living Am* 
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evident. During the German drive through Belgium, the French 

cavalry did not discover- the strong German center between the 

Kosells and the Meuse, which Joffre supposed to ho wealc, Thus 

tho French afralea were everywhere surprised» and suffered a 

fresh defeat. At the same time the German cavalry did not 
oA 

exploit the opportunities resulting from their success. 

On other occasions horsemen failed to made the utmost 

of mobility* On September 9, shortly after crossing the 

Marne, British General John Frenoh ordered Haig to stop his 

cavalry for the day although a mass of German transport and 

supply trains lay ahead inviting capture, This order came in 

mid-afternoon, when French * s aircraft had reported that all 

was clear* On the following days the opportunity grew rather 

than diminished, because the gap between the two German armies 

increased. The Allied armies had by this time penetrated right 

between the two German armies, Allied leaders were aware of 

the gap, and also that with the fall of Mauboug© fresh German 

troops might shortly arrive to fill it. On the 12th, with 

full knowledge of the situation, French again halted his 

troopers. Yet the force had advanced only seven miles when it 

25 
went into billets with the Aisne seven miles ahead, 

Other factors added to the impotence of the cavalry. 

Although tacticians and strategists had clearly insisted that 

GGXCIII (June 23, 1917), 762. 5his author was pro-cavalry, 
pi. 
^Liddell Hart* War in Outline, 32-33* 

25Ibld*, 46-47, 
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cavalry had to he employed in masses to be effective* thG 

French, Germans* and Hues lane all split up their large forces 

5>6 
Into small detachments scattered along various fronts* 

By November, 1914* except for minor actions, the use 

of cavalry on the Western Front had practically ceased, Haig 

noted that, “The style of warfare in which we have been en¬ 

gaged k[after Bovember, 1914] offered no scope for cavalry 

action *■ « » • **^r only on the Eastern Front and inter in 

Asia did tho cavalry perform at all well* Everywhere the 

cavalry seemed to be confronted with forces which it could 

not successfully otfercome. But the generals were still not 

convinced* General Haig recorded in his diary in April, 1915s 

“We cannot hope to reap the fruits of victory without a large 

force of mounted troops*** 

probably two things were moat responsible for this 

change--the machine gunand the trench* As already noted, 

the machine gun was not a new weapon, but before the war few 

realised its full potentials* Sven as late ae 1917 machine 

guns were still considered “weapons of emergency,** not for 

“sustained fire action*As an old cavalryman, Haig In 1915 

2^“Cavalry,“ Encyclopaedia Brltannlca* V, 71* 

a^Lieut, Colonel J 
Salrg*a Dispatches, December* 
W* -*■ ■■■■■ 

F* 4.* * Boruston (ed.), Sir Douglas 
1915—April, 1919 (London, 1920) I 

28 
Robert Blake (ed.), The Private Papers of Douglas 

Ha ip:, 1914-1919 (London, 1952T7~90. 

^United states Infantry Regulations. 1911 * 148$ 

Lieutenant K» 8* McEcllar, Machine Gun practice and Tactics 
(Kew York, 1917), 25. 
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was still an. ardent believer in steel and could see little 

value in increased fire power* He believed that “the machine 

gun was a much overrated weapon and that ti?o' per battalion 

were more than sufficient**’3^ Haig was not alone in his views, 

for even Kitchener considered four to a battalion more than 
tjl 

enough. But these men did not have the final say, and saoro 

and more machine guns came to the front to halt not only the 

cavalry, but the infantry as well. 

The trench was the other limiting factor in cavalry 

operations. Its use gave the cavalry nothing feasible to 

charge. Used In conjunction with machine guns and barbed wire, 

the trench virtually paralysed mounted cavalry action wherever 

it was used. In northern France during August, 1915, for 

instance, General Edmund Alleriby *s cavalry was held up by 

barbed wire when only five hundred yards from the objective*^ 

At Arras in April of 1917 the cavalry was halted by unbroken 

wire south of Feuchy. Soon afterward, in an attempt to pass 

the Scarpa, th© troopers wore again defeated by machino-gun 
33 fire. ^ 

Another problem which plagued the service was the 

30Lynn Montrose, War Through the Ages (few York, 1944) , 
700i Liddell Hart, War, in Outline. 74." By the end of the war 
each battalion in the British Army had 32 light machine guns 
and .at least half as. many heavy machine guns. Liddell Hart, 
War 1ft outline. 75* 

31Ibid.. 74. 
3%ayno, Lectures on Cavalry. 59-dO. 
33John Buchan, A History of the Great War (4 vole*, 

Boston, 1922), III, 45^-55, 
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Increasing use of defense in depth* As the war progressed 

there developed two*- three# and sometimes four complete trench 

systems» Against such systems it became impossible with ex¬ 

isting weapons and tactics to achieve a breakthrough# and 
«** i. 

hence the cavalry had no chance for pursuit* Related to the 

defense in depth was the fact that in the West there was no 

flank which could bo turned* This precluded the use of raids 

or attempts to turn or hit a weak flank* Such conditions were 

now tind the old cavalry methods and weapons f&lled to meet the 

The use of aircraft had a profound effect on cavalry* 

Eofore 1914 the military wan not sure just how valuable pianos 

would he. It was widely believed that they would be valuable 

in reconnaissance# but the war proved that aircraft were of 

for greater importance than that* Planes were not effected by 

screens; in open country they could easily spot large concent 

irations of troops. Even cavalrymen acknowledged that air¬ 

craft would bo of help to the mounted service, but at the same 

time these men emphatically denied that planes could over re¬ 

place the horse* All believed that the capabilities of air- 

U <). 35 
craft would always be limited* 

3\oon Wolff# in Flanders Fields (Hew York# 1958)# 
188* r-r- 

•^Majcr H» Sonnermah&Phillipe # ‘‘Air-craft in Co¬ 
operation with Cavalry,” The nineteenth Century and After. 
liklX (Hay, 1911)'# 810; Bernhard!# cavalry In War and Peace* 3# 
Bayne, Lectures on cavalry* 31; Brig* General David Henderson, 
The Art of Reconnaissance (London. 1915)» 174-75; Edwards, 
Potce on Cavalry, 1, 5* 
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Hone of the planes carried guns when the war "began, 

but machine guns were soon mounted and the famous dogfights 

began. The aircraft in reconnaissance was vastly superior to 

cavalry, ae events soon proved, After the front stabilised 

in France, cavalry could not conduct reconnaissance missions 

because of the trench system and machine guns, but planes 

could fly over the lines and penetrate deep into enemy terri¬ 

tory with relative ease, in addition to observation, aerial 

photography was developed and became very valuable. All these 

factors were not quite as evident in 1918 as they were in 1939, 

but It seemo clear that tho growth of air power was another, 

factor in the demise of the cavalry. 

The last of the weapons which revolutionised land war¬ 

fare was the armored vehicle which first appeared lit 1918, 

iven in its primitive state of 1916* the tank answered the 

problem of the offensive attach, as shown by its great success 

at Cambral* Tanks. combined shock and fire power with mobility.* 

With further mechanical improvements they would become a weapon 

no cavalry could hope to match. Again, as with aircraft, the 

full possibilities of tanks were not recognised; but cavalry 

officers maintained that tanks could never replace the horse* 

The conditions confronted by the cavalry during the war 

resulted in several additions to the equipment. Host impor¬ 

tant were alterations in armament* The extent of these 

changes can be seen in the report of the Baker Mission which 

was sent to France in the spring of 191? by the United States 

Army to study and report on 11 ouch factors abroad as would 
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influence the organisation, training* transportation* opera¬ 

tions* supply, and administration of an American expeditionary 

force operating on foreign soil*5*36 The Board reported that 

no change0 were necessary in the cavalry drill regulations, 

and that only a few were needed in equipment* The following 

equipment changes were recommended in armament and related 

areas: 

1* Every cavalryman should have a bayonet* 
2* Each enlisted man should carry an entrenchment tool* 
3* More ammunition should be carried in a bandolier, 

with 100 or 00 rounds, like that used by the 
British and French* 

k . Each troop should be provided with cither four 
lewis guns or eight automatic rifles, in addition 
to the weapons in the machine gun troop of the 
regiment* 

5» Six men of each troop should be equipped as rifle 
grenadiers* 

6* Sixteen men of each troop should be trained as 
specialists In grenade throv?ing* 

. 7* Each troop should be increased by the number of men 
necessary to operate four lewis guns or eight 
automatic rifles* 

37 

The most striking thing about those changes is that most of 

them were designed to increase fir© power In dismounted action, 

and, significantly, no mention was made of stool weapons* The 

Germans were also aware of the value of increasing the fire 

power of cavalry* In Rumania they assigned machine guns and 

•^United States Department of the Army, United States 
Army In the World War* 1917-1919 (17 vole., Washington, 1940), 
I, 53? hereafter cited as U* B* Army in the World War* The 
Board was headed by Col, Chauncy B* Baker of the Quartermaster 
Corps, with Lieut* Colonels E* B* Anderson and Kirby Walker in 
the cavalry section. Ibid* 

37Ibid*t I, 79-81* 
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cannon to each unit charged with a special mission, This 

permitted the troopers to move ahead In spite of resistance 

*58 
of small enemy groups Such supplements to cavalry arma¬ 

ment to increase fire power were made by all the warring 

nations* 

The apparent impotence of the cavalry in World v?ar I 

attracted notice in many places, including the legislative 

bodies of Groat Britain and the United states* In these 

chambers there were serious doubts about the value of cavalry 

In light of the experiences during the war. Iiv.;S|^tember* 

1917» the United states Congress unanimously passed a bill 

which actually disbanded the cavalry v/hen necessary* It 

authorised: 

* * * the president to organise provisionally as Field 
Artillery or Infantry, and to use as Field Artillery or 
Infantry during the 'existing emergency, such regiments of 
Cavalry as he may designate* 

40 

True, this was to be temporary, but it had never happened 

before, Hover before had cavalry been of so little value that 

a legislative body could disband it with no recorded opposition, 

A month later in London this Question was ashed of the Under 

secretary of Wars MIs the hon. Gentleman aware that aeroplanes 

story of Cavalry Purina the World War, 125* 

^Xbld,* 246, 

JiQ 
ConferosolonaX Record, LV* 65th Congress, 1st Passion, 

6592 (September 4, 1917)*’ 
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Ai 
are talcing the place of cavalry?" It had already been 

suggested In Parliament that artillery and machine-gun fire 

AO 
rendered the cavalry of doubtful utility in France* In 

Germany, too, the shortage of riflemen in the trenches, as 

well as the shortage of Horse-flesh, required the dismounting 

of a large portion of the German cavalry. J Perhaps the fact 

that the largest body of American horse to engage in active 

combat during the war was a provisional squadron of only four 

troops will Illustrate that cavalry was not a dominant factor 
AA 

in world War I as it had been in earlier conflicts. 

; ft must be borne In mind, however^ that the cavalry did 

some valuable work on the Eastern Front and In the Balkans 

during the period from 1915 to 1918* In these areas aircraft, 

trenches, and machine guns did not control the battlefield as 

they did .in Branco. The fighting, therefore, retained consid¬ 

erably more mobility and cavalry could b© used. The Germans, 

in 1915, attempted to reach a decision against the Russians. 

To do this they employed 30,000 horsemen in the greatest 

cavalry operation of the war. But the dragoon tactics of the 

Cossacks succeeded In driving the attackers back fifty miles 

and the Cossacks destroyed moot of the German horses. This 

A*I 
The Parliamentary Debates. 5th Series, 31GVIII, 30th 

Parliament, 7th Session# 477-78 (October 27* 1917) * 

^History of Cavalry Purina!: the World War. 240. 

^Captain Ernest II. Hbrmon, "The Second cavalry in the 
St. Mlhiel Offensive." Cavalry Journal. 301X (July* 1921), 282* 
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This ti.no defence “by the Coo sacks saved the Team’s army* 

There were other, smaller operations# hut no startling 

successes. 

One “brief moment of glory, condensed Into the last four 

months of the w, remained for the cavalry, The long-awaited 

“breakthrough in France was finally achieved “by the Allies 

using new tactics, tanks,'txhd fresh American troops* Those 

In eohjtttt&tifita with the jgeadual moral and material exhaustion 

of Germany proved decisive. On August 9, 1918, the British 

cavalry, operating in advance of the infantry# captured 

numerous prisoners and gained considerable ground* This marked 

the first time since 1914 that the cavalry had been able to 

move across open country and reap the fruits of a successful 

46 
infantry and tank attack* On several occasions during these 

last days the cavalry was employed in pursuit of the retiring 

Germans with excellent effect* 

But the real theater of glory was in Palestine, where 

the cavalry under the able leadership of General Edmund 

Allenby routed tho Turks and brought about the defeat of the 

once mighty Ottoman Empire, Here the cavalry used mounted 

charges in the grand manner, independent operations# and fire 

tactics with devastating effect. In short, it was the only 

theater where the pre-1914 cavalrymen seem to have been vindi¬ 

cated* ’There wore planes and infantry also, but on this field 

AK _ 
"iaontreas, War Through the Ages. 706* 

^U, 6, Army in the World War* X, 33* Ho to that oven 
here the cavalry had to depend in part on tanks. 
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the cavalry held the spotlight* Turkey capitulated on the 

30th of October, 1918, a date which marked the virtual end of 

the horse cavalry* By 1939 tanks and aircraft, not cavalry, 

MBI'Q the shock and reconnaissance arras of most modern armies.^ 

*?*» lone exception was Boland, which still relied on 
horse cavalry and showed little interest in tanks. It was 
this cavalry which was pitted against the German panser &ivi~ 
©ions In World War IX. It is perh&po significant that Boland 
surrendered within a month. The Soviet &ray used Cossack 
horsemen In World war II, but this was In part due to a cri¬ 
tical shortage of tanks and armored vehicles. 
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When the victory celebrations of 1918 ended and the 

world returned more or less to peace-time pur suite, there 

were many appraisals to be made in the light of the four- 

year war* Especially was the future of cavalry a matter of 

critical eonoern. Its decline raised none public questions, 

which were discussed in various magusine articles similar to 

this one* 

In the present war, in which infantry lias been m 
important as in previous conflicts and artillery much 
more so, cavalry seems to have played a relatively small 
part* This is obviously due not only to the preponderance 
of trench warfare, but also to the fact that the business 
of reconnaissance, traditionally a. function of cavalry, 
has bash largely taken over by aircraft* Just where does 
cavalry stand in modern war?* 

The generals all were in agreement that cavalry was 

still necessary in spite of its performance In the war. Kaig 

noted that ”the decision to preserve the cavalry corps has 

been completely justified” and whether used for shock effect 

or as mobile infantry the cavalry still had ”an iudispenc&ble 

part to play in modern war.” General John Perching, an old 

horse soldier, agreed with Haig; 

During this period fWorld War ij all arms had a chance 
for development and employment except the Cavalry, so 
that to some unthinking persons the day of the cavalry 

1 
”Ths functions of Cavalry in the Great War,” The 

American Review of Boviews. LV1S (Kovenber, 1918), 531* 
• 

HBoraeton, Haig,f o PIsuatches« 5&?» 
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seems to have passed. nothing could be farther from the 
truth. 

Major General Leonard Wood, former American Chief of Staff, 

also concurred/* 

The apologists had many excuses for the failure of the 

cavalry. Some claimed that the organisation had been poor,^ 

others that the weapons of the cavalry had lacked sufficient 

power for effective action and that too much reliance was 

placed on thd sword,^ and a few went so far as to-assert that 

the proper employment of large cavalry forces would have made 

so-called positional warfare impossible.^ 

In spite of their pleas it was evident that the failure 

was more basic. Modern warfare had shown that maximum fire 

power combined with maximum mobility was requiredj and bettor 

engines load been developed to combine these than could 

possibly be achieved with horse cavalry. Captain 8, R* Cleaves, 

In Control of the Firing: Line, understood the problem, but 

missed the utensil to solve it* He said that the cavalry had 

^General John J* Pershing, MA Message to the Cavalry,w 

The Cavalry Journal. XXIX (April, 1920), 5-6* 

^'Major General Leonard Wood, "cavalry's Fi6le in the 
Reorganisation.” The Cavalry Journal. XXIX (July, 1920), 113- 
115. i 

^Captain Henry J. Ho illy, “cavalry In the Groat War,” 
Journal of the United States Cavalry Association. XXVII 
lAprirr 1917TT WF%T. ■    

^Parker, The Mounted Rifleman. 163-64, 

^Lieutenant A* J, fit linger, “The Future of Cavalry,** 
The Cavalry Journal, XXIX (April, 1920), 67-68, 
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to obtain “FIRE SUPERIORITY”8 But the tank, not the cavalry, 

vac the utencil. 

When tiilc armored caterpillar vehicle proved Itself on 

the battlefield, the days of the cavalry were over* In 1920 

moct cavalrymen believed that maximum mobility and maximum 
9 

fire power were incompatible* For the cavalry they vieroj 

but with the tank they could be combined as soon as mechanical 

techniques were improved. The vulnerability of horse-flesh 

was solved by the tank as soon as advancements were made in 

the state of mechanics and ordnance. 

The machine gun, against which cavalry was helpless, 

was itself helpless against tanks* Impervious to all but the 

most powerful machine guns, the tank could penetrate defenses 

difficult for infantry and impossible for cavalry and us© its 

own machine guns to spread destruction* Planes were likewise 

armed with machine guns and small cannon* Against such fire 

power the cavalry could not compete on equal terms. It Is 

ironic that the prophets of 1910 predicted that the machine 

gun and plane would help overcome some ofqthe deficiencies of 

the cavalry? in the ultimate test they killed it. 

One thing the war did end was the debate over mounted 

Versus dismounted action. Only a few men still saw any future 

^Captain 8. R» Cleaves, pie Control of the Firing Line 
(Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 1918)» 20. 

^Colonel Hamilton S* Hawkins, ”The R$le of Cavalry,? 
The Cavalry Journal* XXIX (October, 1920), 261? Major Guy V* 
Henrv. “Mobility," The Cavalry Journal* XXIX (April, 1920), 
23* 
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In mounted tactlcc.1^ There was not even much discussion 

about steel weapons* In short# shock for horse cavalry vras 

a dead issue. The great war which the experts wanted to 

prove their theories had come? and it had proved that the 

arme blanoho was nothing more than a thing to read about in 

military histories* 

Those who may have seen the handwriting on the wall 

were advocating that the cavalry and the tank work together. 

Tanks would be of value in raids to carry supplies, in dis¬ 

mounted action to precede the cavalry# and in many other 

tactical situations. But such cooperation coiild be only 

■transitional* As early as 1920 some writers believed in the 

superiority of tanks, and by 1927 tonics were obviously 
. li 

superior. 

The failure of the cavalry in modem war was in a sense 

unavoidable# Men and horses had inherent limitations which 

machines did not have* Armor on horses had long ago been used? 

but it reduced mobility, and firearms had rendered It obooolete* 

Gradually shock action became difficult and finally suicidal. 

10 Haig was one as illustrated in his statement quoted 
above* See also Major C* B* Bashwood Strettell, “cavalry in 
Open Warfare, Illustrated by the Operations leading Up to the 
Occupation of Mosul in November# 1918,“ The Journal of the 
Royal United Service Institutdon. LXVI (Hovember, 1921 )* 617j 
Lieut. Colonol John 8* Barrows# “The Uhlans and other Cavalry 
in the European War,“ Journal of the United States Cavalry 
Association. XXVI (January*'' 1915’}» 396-96* 

^Lieutenant E3.br idge Colby# “Cavalry in the Recent 
War, “ Infantry Journal* XVI (July, 1919)# 35, Major E* G* 
Hume, “Mechanisation from a Cavalry Point of View*” The 
Journal of the Royal united service Institution* LXXII 
pavoBiber, 1927) > 608-09 * 
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The only answer seemed to he to give the cavalry additional 

fire power# but the military mind was slow to awaken to the 

situation# By the time It did, the opportunity was past# 

One question remains : Could the Cavalry have done more 

than it did in the three principal wars of the early twentieth 

century? X believe It could# had military leaders risen to 

their opportunities# In some ways the most serious enemy of 

the cavalry was the officer at headquarters who had no imag¬ 

ination# The great debate verified the fact that the only 

thing more difficult than getting a new idea into the military 

2.2 
mind is getting an old one out* Even experience would not 

awaken the old guard tacticians from their lethargy. As late 

as 1921 all they could do was describe the glorious deeds of 

the past* A British writer observed that the cavalry had had 

tta large share * » * in saving the Empire. But without 

change this same cavalry could also lose "the Empire" in 

another war# 

Those favoring modification of the cavalry were most 

frequently civilians or young officers, men less interested 

in the past and more Interested in existing conditions or in 

the future* Er shine Childers could well have been their 

spokesman when he wrote: 

War is business, not romance, and if the same or better 
results can be produced by an intelligent and dabbing us© 

"^Liddell Hart, War in Outline. 70* 

-^Strettell, "Cavalry in Open Warfare,“ 600. 
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of the firearm, it is waste of breath to lament the decay 
of the lance and sword* . 

14 

flic younger officers believed that It is "only the result 

that matters* 

On the other harld, military men could not, of course, 

be rash and disregard caution, as many of the reformers were 

eager to do. yUooto was- needed was a cautious and perceptive 

adjustment to modern conditions* The military has to be 

cautious, for it deals with men, not with inanimate materials 

alone. But the cavalry generals were too often lethargic or 

even reactionary, and a wide gap separates caution and 

lethargy* 

The Civil War had begun the trend and the Boer and 

Russo**Japanese wars confirmed it: fire and movement ruled the 

modem battlefield* - The cavalry had movement but it lacked 

fire* Its generals would not give it the weapons -jaiict training 

it should have had, Result: cavalry failed in the test of 

war. When the military did awaken, it v;as too late to save 

the cavalry, for other more effective means had made up for 

its deficiencies. 

John U. Ref, In iteS. Zmsmm.* summed up the 

\diole issue: 

^Childers, german influence, 9. 
1R 

C* von Hutier, "The Fighting Value of Modem Cavalry," 
The Journal of the Royal United Service Institution. LV 

Wrcli, 191117 35B* ' ’ ' 1 1 
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Progrees has purged much warfare of the direct personal 
encounters which" accompanied the struggles of olden times] 
it has dehumanised national conflicts, and the result has 
been a revolution which forms a striking part of the 
industrial revolution Itself* While experts on military 
tactics and strategy are prone to say that the object of 
making war always remains the same-*the annihilation of 
the enemy-*-it is certain that the character of the enemy 
to bo annihilated and the means of annihilation have been 
changed* Whole nations are becoming targets* Material 
abundance has completely altered the stakes of diplomacy; 
the stakes now ore all or nothing; total war, perhaps 
total death, is the alternative to peace,^ 

In total war horse cavalry could not ouz*vivo. If nothing else, 

Its failure proved that tradition and romance cannot win 

modern wars* 

^John U. Kef, War and Human grotsirese (Cambridge, Mass** 
1950), 372-73. 



APPENDIX 

DBFIBITIOH OF CAVALRY TEEMS 

' Arme blanche— Literally white weapon or cold steel, ibis 
term is French referring to the thrusting and cutting 
weapons used in battle. It is especially used in 
reference to the lance and saber of the cavalry, as dis¬ 
tinguished frijmffirenrms, 

Cossack post— These were the most advanced posts of an army 
(beyond the pickets), established to warn the main body 
of any impending danger* There were generally three 
Cossack posts to each picket* Bach Cossack cost had 
three mcn^-usually cavalrymen. All three wore dismounted, 
one serving as lookout and the other two remaining under 
cover with the horses. The troopers manning the post were 
always to remain within shouting distance of one another* 

Cuirassier-- Originally a cavalryman Wearing a cuirass or 
breastplate* By 1914 the cuirassier had discarded his 
breastplate and was generally designated as heavy cavalry. 
The cuirassiers were mounted on heavy horses and usually 
employed principally in shock action. 

Detached post-- A post used for the same purpose as a Cossack 
post, the only difference being that a detached post was 

Dragoon-- A soldier who served on horseback or on foot as 
occasion required. Dragoons were often the same as 
mounted infantry* Their purpose was to provide fire 
power for the cavalry before the advent of repeating 
ifcapons* The name dragoon as applied to mounted soldiers 
arose from the dragon’s head v?hlch adorned the mussle of the 
musket with which they were originally armed. 

Echelon— A body of troops is in echelon with reference to 
another when it is more advanced or less advanced and un¬ 
masks or uncovers the other body, wholly or In’part} units 
thus placed are called echelons* 

Foragers— A formation in which mounted troops are distributed 
in line in extended order* Also troops detached to find 
forage» 

Heavy cavalry— This type consisted of heavy men on large 
horses Intended for shock action, such as cuirassiers. 

Hussar— Originally a light cavalryman of a formidable character 
who first appeared in Hungary* Later the name was often 
used for troopers trained for scouting and the term was 
adopted by several armies. 
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Light cavalry— it consisted of small men on light and fleet 
horses, intended primarily for scouting not for fighting. 
Hussars were a type of light cavalry* 

Medium, cavalry— This type was to he capable of scouting as 
well as some fighting* 

Mounted infantry**** It was Just what the namo implies: Infantry 
soldiers who had horses so as to he more mobile* Haunted 
infantry was not trained to fight on horseback* and thus 
many criticised it m of little value. Dragoons wore 
often mounted infantry* 

Patrol— A group detached from a command and operating with 
specific miss ion, usually related to security or informa** 
tion. The term is ordinarily applied to groups varying 
In sis© from two men to a platoon, 

Picket— A guard to warn of the approach of the enemy . The 
troopers who manned the Cossack posts, detached posts, and 
vedettes were generally taken from the picket. 

Bally— The rapid grouping behind the leader of the elements 
of a command, without reference to their previous situa¬ 
tion or formation* 

Steel weapons— This tern is used here only in reference to 
the lance, the saber, and the sword* 

Vedette-** It was used instead of the Cossack post when there 
was a shortage of men* It consisted of only two men and 
had the disadvantage that there was not a spare man to 
take hack messages. 

Uhlan-- This term was restricted to the German army. A uhlan 
was a cavalryman and lancer used primarily for shock 
action. Along with the cuirassiers, the uhlans were the 
heaviest of the German cavalry* 

SIZE OF CAVALRY UHITS 

Troop-*- The smallest administrative unit in the United StateB 
cavalry* At full strength It had 100 officers and men. 
It was equal to an infantry company in numerical strength. 

Squadron— This unit was the basis of all foreign cavalry 
organisation* It numbered on a war footing from 120 to 
150 sabers. An American squadron consisted of four troops 
and at full strength totaled 400 men. Thus a foreign 
squadron was only between one third and on half the 
strength of an American squadron* 
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Sotnia—- This was a Russian unit “which equalled one-half & 
regiment* 

Regiment-- An American regiment consisted of three squadrons, 
which at full strength totaled 1,200 officers and men* 
Foreign regiments contained from three to six squadrons 
which put the strength of a regiment less than one-half 
of an American regiment* 

Brigade— A unit which comprised two or three regiments* In 
the United states two regiments made up a brigade. 

Division— A unit which comprised two brigades* All nations 
did not have their cavalry officially organised on the 
divisional level* 
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be a cheat* Fogles was convinced of the curative power 

of his medicine, although he didn’t claim to know why 

it worked* He only said it had cured many pains in 

cases where physician’s remedies had failed* He gave 

Ryder a list of names and addresses of people he had 

cured* ; Ryder commentedj ”it strangely encouraged me to 

take this medicine and even raised my spirits with the 

thought of it to hear him talk of its virtues and the 

cures it had performed*” ■ He got the medicine o£ July 

239 began taking it9 and by July 2? was convinced that 

the pain was less and was encouraged to think the medi¬ 

cine was good* By the next day9 however5 the arm was 

worse5 and he was beginning to have his doubts*. By 

July 28; he was still talcing the medicine9 but said5 

”I don’t find this medicine does me any good or in the 

least removes my pain*,” Two days later he was willing 

to try the blue flannel with deep dye*. The cycle from 

regular physician to quack to home remedies had run its 

course* 

He always had the layman’s Interest in things medical9 

frequently reporting his conversations with doctors*. He 

went often to Islington Spa to pur&e his blood9 and credu¬ 

lously reported that a doctor there had said that the waters 

were excellent for leprosy*. He recorded the story of 
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Captain Pierce who said he drank the waters for a pain 

in the chest and was incidentally cured of deafness. 

He was acquainted with a Mr; Porter whom he like ”extreme¬ 

ly well for an apothecary." Byder felt Mr, Porter was 

a perfectly honest man who "would in every respect pre¬ 

fer his patient’s health before his own gain."^ The 

apothecary advised him to study physic for diversion, 

beginning with the monthly anatomy lectures which were 

delivered by the best physicians. 

This diary seems to hold in microcosm the peculiar 

elements which made up the relations between public and 

physician in the eighteenth century# Basically Byder 

trusted the regular doctors, having a high, almost credu¬ 

lous regard for their knowledge# A licensed physician was 

his first choice for consultation for relief for his sore 

arm. It was only when this failed to produce results that 

he turned hopefully to the quack, nevertheless, he did 

turn to the quack, and here is the trend which was so 

uniquely accentuated throughout the eighteenth century, 

Ryder only half believed that the empiric’s medicine would 

do him any good, but when his malady persisted after the 

original treatment, this was enough to make him consult. 
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the quack, When the quack also failed to cure his arm, 

he resorted to the home remedies recommended by his father 

and cousin, 3y this time he had no real hope, but v/ould 

try almost anything that would do him no harm, fie seldom 

mentioned the arm after that, and one must assume that he 

either learned to accept his trouble and live with it, 

or that nature in due time effected a cure* Kis attitude 

toward the apothecary is interesting as a reflection of 

the general public opinion. Hr, Porter was nice enough 

.for an .apothecary, a rather significant qualification. 

Both Ryder's and the apothecary's interest in. the anatomy 

lectures are typical of the period when intellectuals were 

amateur scientists, and apothecaries were genuinely try¬ 

ing to elevate their position by becoming better educated. 

In many ways the eighteenth century was disappointing. 

One was entitled to expect greater progress after that . 

which had been made in the previous century. But out of 

the trials and errors of the 18th century came genuine 

progress. By a synthesis of the various rational systems 

with the experimental approach of the empirics the founda¬ 

tions of scientific thought, methods, and accomplishments 

were laid. Though empiricists and charlatans wore only 

too numerous, physicians were appearing whose knowledge 

reposed 5n a scientific basis. They realised the truth 

that anatomy, physiology, and pathology were the basis of 
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all medical study* Fortunately by the end of the century 

they also realised the greater truth that their work had 

only begun when they treated physical ills* The breach 

between the public and the physicians tended more and 

more to resolve itself as physicians accepted the rules 

of conduct laid down by Percival* and as they became 

ever more involved in the humanitarian works of the day* 

When the political upheavals of the late eighteenth century 

subsided, humanity discovered that the basic rapport be¬ 

tween physician and public had been re-established and 

that the foundation had been laid on v/hich could be erected 

the structure of modern medicine* 



CONCLUSION 

Any outline of the early development of a science 

or of an art and of the attitude of all interested persons, 

no matter how fairly presented, is apt to raise in the mind 

of the reader time and again the question of "how simple 

can those people be?" Such .questioning should be sum¬ 

marily dismissed. No one at the beginning of the seven¬ 

teenth century knew that blood circulated. How could he 

have known even the simple physiology of the body? He 

had no idea of microscopic organisms. How could he pos¬ 

sibly have understood epidemics? The list could be ex¬ 

tended endlessly. Rather, should not all classes be com¬ 

plimented for such mental dexterity as theyddid show? 

The quack in most cases was bound to have experimented 

with many things before he settled upon his particular 

cure. The rationalist, not understanding how the body 

functions or that invisible organisms invade it, could 

only conclude that in cases of illness giome "humour" in 

the body itself must be at fault, out of balance. The 

astrology of that day, far from being laughable, was really 

a compliment to the ingenuity of those who wdre looking 

to God's heaven itself for a clue as to how God Controlled 

the health of his people. One should not take sides, or 

be too critical, or expect too much to be accomplished. 
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Literally every one is and was interested in health. 

When a science or an art is young, and interest in it is 

widespread, almost every one will have some idea or in¬ 

terest* Measurable progress must await the expression of 

these views and the conflict which follows the clash of 

adverse opinion. The thinking which will ultimately pre¬ 

vail may go ahead too fast and be momentarily discredited. 

The views , which will fall by the wayside often light the 

true course* Finally the science and its practice will 

find their way into the hands of those who know them best, 

and these persons will administer them as a public trust. 

It may safely be said that relations between the medi¬ 

cal profession and the public reached a crisis during the 

Enlightenment* The reasons for this are scarcely tangible. 

Physical medicine was not responsible for the poor rela¬ 

tionship. The public did not complain about the treatment, 

the medicine, the diagnoses of the physicians; rather, 

they resented the physicians themselves. Medical science 

had made great strides in the seventeenth century. If 

it failed to maintain its pace in the eighteenth century, 

at least the science and practice of medicine 'were no 

worse than they had been for centuries, and for the most 

part showed a general improvement. When one considers 

the medicine practiced in the period, it is easy to 

decide that a sane public must have become horrified at 
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the ignorance and barbarous practices of the medical pro¬ 

fession* Such was not the ca'se. The cause of public 

resentment lay not with the blood-letting, the purges, the 

multitudes of drugs, or the inability to make a sound 

diagnosis. They were accustomed to such practices and 

did not expect anything better. The source of friction 

was something less palpable. It was in fact a generalized 

sentiment on the part of the public that the physicians 

were interested only in making money, and that the patient 

with an illness which was very crucial to him was only a 

dollar sign to an ambitious, money-minded medical profes¬ 

sion. 

In Boswell’s London Journal, written in 1762 and 17&3, 

he recorded, “and here let me make a just and true observa¬ 

tion, which is that the same man as a friend and as a sur¬ 

geon exhibits two very opposite characters. Douglas as 

a friend is most kind, most anxious for my interest, made 

me live ten days in his house and suggested every plan of 

economy. But Douglas as a surgeon will be as ready to 

keep me long under his hands, and as desirous to lay hold 

of my money as any man. In short, his views alter quite. 

I have to do not with him, but his profession.“1 Whether 

this was a just assessment of eighteenth century physicians 

is beside the point. The important thing is that Boswell, 

and indeed the general public in his day, believed that 
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the physician was primarily interested in his ovm material 

welfare, rather than that of his patient. The public dur¬ 

ing the Enlightenment felt cheated by the doctors, not so 

much in a physical sense, as in a personal sense. 

We are bach to the basic proposition that medicine is 

unique in being both a science and an art* When the sci¬ 

entific side is overemphasized, the public will not toler¬ 

ate it, and rightly so* The medical advances of the 

seventeenth century caused many a physician to consider 

himself the enlightened possessor of an almost esoteric 

bit of knowledge. As one of the few who knew the magic 

secrets of human anatomy, physiology, and pathology, he 

could afford to affect considerable dignity# Qnqe science 

was on the throne, the physician tended too often to for¬ 

get that he also was not there, but was alongside his 

patient. 

Human misery always has been and always will be a 

compound of the physical and the mental and the spiritual. 

When the physician forgets this and tries to treat only a 

material machine, he will meet resentment. He will be 

amazed that the patient should complain about his bill when 

he has received the best medical care available, treatment 

which his grandfather or even his father could never have 

had. Mr. Douglas, Boswell’s surgeon, no doubt felt that 

in treating Boswell as scientifically as possible he had 
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don© all that was expected of him as a doctor of physical 

medicine* Perhaps on the day that Boswell consulted him, 

he was upset over his brother’s recent death or the fact 

that his money might not last until the end of the month, 

or perhaps he was more deeply upset and frustrated over 

the meaning of life and what he felt should be his own 

life’s goal. Had Douglas been less brusque, treated him 

as a human being, asked him if he had some special trouble 

weighing on his mind, Boswell might not have left in a 

critical, unfulfilled frame of mind# But Douglas missed 

his chance, and when the frustrated Boswell left the of¬ 

fice and saw the fancy horse and coach waiting outside for 

Douglas, all his resentment vras released in the unreason¬ 

able, but quite natural, feeling that Douglas was getting 

rich at the expense of his, Boswell’s, misery. 

The age of Enlightenment in its early enthusiasm for 

science pushed to the background the concern of the doctor 

for what his patient was thinking. Medicine can never be 

a pure science as long as it deals with individual men. 

By the end of the eighteenth century the medical profession 

had oome slowly to grasp this idea* Throughout the next 

century relations between the medical profession and the 

public slowly improved until the family doctor became 

almost a hallowed individual. When he sat through the 

night at the bedside of a sick child, he might do little 
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more than when he sipped coffee at the local coffee house 

and offered his advice to the apothecary* But what a 

different effec't it had on the public. The doctor was not 

criticized because people felt that he was sincerely doing 

the best he could, and this was all that could be hoped 

fox** This is not to say that the doctor should put on 

some act to fool his patients. Rather that showing his 

genuine concern for the patient is as integral a part of 

the treatment as the medicine itself. 

Public relations between the medical profession and 

the public are once more at a crisis. Though the specific 

conditions are very different from those during the Enlight¬ 

enment, the general outline of the situation is strangely 

familiar. Science has made such great strides in the firht 

half of the twentieth century that the physician too often 

has forgotten again that he must treat the whole man, the 

mental-spiritual as well as the purely physical ills. The 

two simply cannot be separated. The public today has fond 

memories of the old family doctor, mentioned above, who 

sacrificed himself for the community, riding his horse for 

hours to reach the bedside of a sick person, accepting a 

small fee, a ahieken, or nothing at all depending on what 

the patient could give him. Yfe have read of such men 

dying with S10Q000 worth of unpaid bills on their books. 

Today there is antagonism toward the high doctor bills 
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and the specialist who will treat only one small portion 

of the body. Tho public feels that once again the doctor 

considers himself a king and is more interested in his own 

financial gain than in the welfare of the patient. Actually 

the public can see that with the advance in medical science, 

the price of treatment would naturally rise correspondingly. 

The old family doctor could prescribe castor oil for an 

abdominal pain, and nine times out of ton he would he right. 

Many persistant abdominal pains are functional,and castor 

oil would be as good a treatment as any. However, In that 

tenth case the old general practitioner might miss a fatal 

malignancy which could have been arrested if caught in 

time. Today the physician is obliged to run expensive 

tests lest that one case escape him. A great majority 

of the time the tests will prove negative, and the patient 

will complain about paying a doctor who "found nothing"." 

I would suggest that just as the eighteenth century com*** 

plaints about medical fees had their basis in a deeper 

resentment over the lack of humanity of the physician, so 

might ours today. The patient is really too sensible not 

to realize the reason for expensive tests, and should be 

pleased when the results are negative. He is rather upset 

because he had to wait for an hour in the doctor’s waiting 

room to be finally told that there was nothing wrong with 

him. His anger manifests itself in a feeling that he has 
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been overcharged. 

Likewise the feeling against specialists has a sub¬ 

jective basis. The public will admit that with the vast 

amount of medical knowledge now available in every field 

of medicine, it \?ould be humanly impossible for a busy 

general practitioner to keep up to date in all fields at 

once. It is difficult enough for the specialist to keep 

up with the literature in his own field* Actually what 

the public resents is the same thing it resented two hun¬ 

dred years ago* It is not that a physician treats only 

one part of the body* It is that regardless of his specialty 

he forgets that his patient is a person. In considering 

and treating the physical symptoms, the busy physician 

feels he has done all that can be expected of him. But 

history has proved that he is wrong. 

There are other points of similarity between the mid¬ 

twentieth century and the Enlightenment. Once again there 

is a scarcity of physicians with no hope that the condi¬ 

tion will be improved. There are far too few medical 

schools, and the training is unbelievably long and expen¬ 

sive. The American Medical Association is acquiring a 

reputation for being reactionary, much as did the College 

of Physicians in England, The public feels that this ex- „ 

elusive guild is far more interested in the doctors’ 

economic welfare than in the patients’ physical welfare* 
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Once again the fault is not all with the doctors. 

The public in generalizing their grievances against the 

profession as a whole, does a heart-breaking dis-service to 

the hard-working individual physician who has given un¬ 

stinting ly of his time, not that he might amass money, but 

that he might cure the sick* The resident physician, who 

has worked thirty-six out of every forty-eight hours for 

four years and who will not make a living wage until he 

has been out of college for twelve years, is not too sym¬ 

pathetic with a dissatisfied public* He feels that medi¬ 

cine is one of the last professions that one would enter 

if his prime motive were financial gain* 

Clearly however there is a crisis, and it must be 

reconciled as much for the benefit of the conscientious 

physician as for the public. We are facing a breakdown in 

communication between doctor and patient* This alienation 

has occured because we are at the same time the beneficiaries 

and the victims of scientific advances. Progress in medi¬ 

cine has posed a threat to the art of medicine as the heal¬ 

er’s compassion and intuitive skills have been replaced 

more and more by scientific analysis* This alienation is 

especially tragic at this point in human history when our 

need for guidance and support is greater than ever, inasmuch 

as the traditional supports of church and family have been 

weakened. s7e can only hope that history again may repeat 

itself and that medicine will enlarge its skill in the 

field of human relationship. This is fully as Important 
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as finding euros for the diseases still plaguing manking* 

The overriding challenge is to learn the proper proportion 

between the science and the art of medicine* 
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